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Dear Bridgewater College Family:
It has been a great honor to work with so many of you over this past year, as you thoughtfully 
consider your support of Bridgewater College. ese pages reect the names of the many 
alumni, parents, friends, organizations and businesses who contributed to the College during 
scal year 2015 ( July 1, 2014 – June 30, 2015). I am pleased to recognize and thank you, our 
donors, for your ongoing dedication to Bridgewater. 
e partnerships formed through charitable contributions ensure the College’s long-term 
strength and viability by funding scholarships for talented students, creating innovative 
programs that enhance the curriculum, supporting faculty engagement with scholarship and 
investing in endowments to serve the College in perpetuity. Our donors help preserve and 
strengthen the Bridgewater College Experience. 
ank you for your commitment to Bridgewater College!
Sincerely,
Maureen C. Silva, Ph.D.
Vice President for Institutional Advancement
Dear BC Alumni, Parents and Friends:
At Bridgewater College, we are deeply appreciative of your philanthropic investment in 
the College, and we are ever mindful of the important stewardship role we have to you, our 
dedicated donors.
Each year, we submit a balanced budget to our Board of Trustees, and, throughout the year, 
our faculty and sta carefully manage their program resources. e Investment Committee 
of the Board works closely with our nancial managers to make sure the Bridgewater College 
endowment is invested for growth, while protecting its principal as well as its long-term 
purchasing power. Our facilities are thoughtfully maintained, with detailed planning for 
growth in ways that best serve our students and faculty.
e result is evident in our graduates. ey are talented and thoughtful in their work and 
in their communities. ey understand their role and responsibility as citizens. Bridgewater 
College contributes to the greater good of our society through our graduates, and that 
contribution is possible because of your nancial support. I thank you!
Sincerely,
Anne B. Keeler
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer 
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V. L. Frederick* & E. R. Frederick*
Fred O. Funkhouser*
Robert M. McKinney* 1924 & Mary E. McKinney*
DANIEL C. FLORY SOCIETY
($1,000,000+)
George S. Aldhizer II*
Ernest W. Ausherman* & Hilda L. Ausherman
Leonard C. Carter Sr.* 1920 & Gladys S. Carter*
L. Clyde Carter Jr. 1956 & Karen S. Carter
Clinton E. DeBusk* 1950
Dorothy Bumgardner Fogle*
W. Wallace Hatcher 1955 & Carolyn Lantz Hatcher 1957
Maurice K. Henry* 1936 & Gray R. Henry
John C. Horsley* & Mary J. Horsley*
Henry C. Ikenberry Jr.* 1942 & Margaret Henry Ikenberry* 1942
James L. Keeler 1957 & Sandra Barnhart Keeler 1970
Charles D. Lantz* & Vergie C. Lantz*
A. D. Miller* 1913 & Emma G. Miller* 1926
Jesse D. Robertson 1945 & Wilma Kline Robertson 1947
Richard D. Scaglione & Janice F. Scaglione
Zane D. Showker*
Randall G. Spoerlein* 1920 & Gretchen P. Spoerlein*
Claude T. Stone* & Barbara C. Stone*
Phillip C. Stone 1965 & Cherrill Kline Stone 1966
William W. omas* 1954
Barbara J. Turner
Edwin L. Turner* 1926 & Dorothy H. Turner*
B. O. Wakeman* 1929 & Crystal Driver Wakeman* 1929
J. Paul Wampler 1954 & Priscilla Wakeman Wampler 1954
William D. Wampler* 1950 & Bonnie Lou Wampler
WALTER B. YOUNT SOCIETY
($500,000+)
Mary Moore Aldhizer*
A. LeRoy Baker* 1961 & Wanda Harmon Baker 1961
Carman G. Blough* 1917 & Katherine Flory Blough* 1917
James O. Bowman 1957 & Sylvia Kline Bowman 1957
Marion E. Carson*
William H. Edmonson Sr.* 1924
Merlin E. Garber* 1936 & Dorothy Faw Garber* 1933
Anna Hartman Hall* 1946
John D. Harman* 1958 & Anna B. Harman*
Wilmer M. Kline* 1923 & Prema Bittinger Kline* 1930
Marion E. Mason 1953 & Joan Myers Mason 1954
Lawrance S. Miller* 1942 & Carmen C. Miller*
R. Douglas Nininger* 1928 & Ruth Miller Nininger* 1930
Richard A. Rainbolt* & Margaret Flory Rainbolt 1937
Charles M. Sackett* 1949 & Marilee Miller Sackett 1949
Rosemary H. Shiet*
JOHN W. WAYLAND SOCIETY
($250,000+)
Anonymous (3)
Kenneth D. Bowman 1963 & Nancy M. Bowman
Daniel W. Brubaker 1952 & Nancy R. Brubaker
Flora N. Brugh* 1919
Robert O. Burkholder* & Maxine Wakeman Burkholder 1949
L. Daniel Burtner* 1950 & Louise Roller Burtner 1954
Harry F. Byrd Jr.* & Gretchen T. Byrd*
William Z. Cline* 1941 & Elizabeth S. Cline
Alvin E. Conner* 1949 & Margie Kahle Conner* 1952
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Ronald V. Cox 1959 & Violet Siron Cox 1959
W. Burton Dillon* & Alma M. Dillon*
Carolyn C. Driver*
John W. Durna* 1939
Anna omas Edmonson* 1918
Yancey W. Ford Jr. 1962 & Peggy P. Ford
Willard Z. Francis* 1923
Bertha Driver Gassett* 1933
Daniel S. Geiser* & Elizabeth H. Geiser*
Wayne F. Geisert & E. Maurine Geisert*
Paul S. Hill*
Dwight E. Hou & Carolyn R. Hou
Emelyn Moomaw Hutts* 1937
Louise R. Lanier*
Leah Rodeer Lord* 1933
Mary G. Martin*
Reefa Hoover McGuªn* 1943
Herman B. Miller* & Frances M. Miller*
Nathan H. Miller 1965 & Kimberly H. Miller
Russell Miller*
Stanley J. Miller* 1940
Jerry F. Morris & Rebecca W. Morris
Wilfred E. Nolen 1963 & Joyce A. Nolen
Betty M. Ray*
Frank C. Rittenhouse* 1936 & Evelyn M. Rittenhouse*
H. E. Royer* & Isabel I. Royer*
Lory E. Secrist* & Eva E. Secrist*
Ronald E. Sink & Janice Sink
Rodney I. Smith
Martha B. ornton*
Charles W. Wampler Jr. 1937 & Dorothy L. Wampler*
Winston O. Weaver* 1947 & Phyllis L. Weaver Hearn*
James L. Wilkerson 1968 & Sally Tabb Wilkerson 1968




G. Steven Agee 1974 & Nancy H. Agee
Ira R. Albaugh Jr. & Doris Niswander Albaugh 1955
Mabel W. Atkins*
Glenn R. Barnhart 1973 & Treva A. Barnhart
Sidney M. Beeson*
Emmert F. Bittinger 1945 & Esther Landis Bittinger 1948
John W. Boitnott* 1925 & Nell Kersh Boitnott* 1925
Berkley O. Bowman* 1924 & Edith F. Bowman*
Paul H. Bowman* 1910 & Flora Hoover Bowman* 1909
Ruth C. Bowman* 1930
S. Loren Bowman* 1934 & Mary H. Bowman
Samuel M. Bowman*
elma K. Branch*
Herman W. Brubaker 1949 & Betty H. Brubaker
George E. Bryan* & Roseline W. Bryan*
Elbridge H. Callahan* 1951 & Louise Bowman Callahan 1948
Alfred R. Cline 1951 & Melba Melton Cline 1954
Ruth H. Cline* 1922
Mary M. Cox*
Galen G. Craun Jr. 1968 & Susan L. Craun
Warren B. Crummett* 1943 & Elizabeth S. Crummett*
Edgar L. Crumpacker* 1938 & Kathryn Peters Crumpacker* 1937
Martha H. Cupp* 1951
R. Paul Davis 1962 & Betty Rickman Davis 1963
Mensel D. Dean Jr. 1967 & Linda T. Dean
Garner H. Downey 1947 & Mae Frances Downey 
Sharon S. Driscoll
William S. Earhart 1966
Mary S. Etter*
Joseph W. Fell* & Annie Silling Fell* 1931
Edgar A. Flora 1949 & Frances Wilson Flora* 1949
Orville C. Flory* 1914 & Mary S. Flory*
Jeannette M. Garber*
J. Manley Garber & Kay Garber
Robert B. Garber* 1937 & Edith A. Garber*
Paul H. Geithner Jr. & Irmgard H. Geithner
Anna H. Glick*
William T. Goodwin* 1938 & Elizabeth W. Goodwin
Ruby Hockman Grossnickle* 1942
Louie T. Hargett 1953 & A. Catherine Hargett
John S. Harman 1957
J. Edwin Henneberger II* 1963 & Judy Nolen Henneberger 1964
Harold H. Hersch* 1951
Bertha S. Hollenberg*
Lester D. Hoover*
Herman L. Horn* 1924 & Marguerite Nosinger Horn* 1922
Cletus E. Hou* & Charlotte R. Hou*
J. Berkley Ingram* & Nancy Hersch Ingram
Edith Kern* 1941
James A. King Jr. 1955 & Sara S. King*
Rufus B. King* 1936 & Jean F. Grubb-King
Orrin M. Kline Sr.* & Elva R. Kline*
J. Allen Layman 1974 & Ann B. Layman
Lowell N. Layman* & Margaret Dove Layman* 1920
Joseph A. Lineweaver & Beverly Wampler Lineweaver 1957
Elsie omas Lonberger* 1915
Laura S. Mapp
Preston A. Michael* & Mattie Miller Michael* 1929
A. Carolyn Miller* 1952
Garland F. Miller* 1933 & Edith H. Miller*
Lula A. Miller* 1922
Leland C. Moomaw* & Nina Mae Kinzie Moomaw* 1903
H. Gus Muntzing* 1924 & Verdie B. Muntzing*
L. Manning Muntzing & Nancy S. Muntzing
Virginia Manning Muntzing* 1924
Anna Mae Myers* 1950
Paul R. Niswander* & Ruth Niswander*
F. Gary Osborne 1958 & Carol H. Osborne
Richard M. Petre 1957 & Patricia H. Petre
David C. Pickett* 1961
Muriel A. Raum* 1913
R. Coleman Reid* 1960 & Anne Murray Reid 1960
Herbert L. Ridder 1951 & Susan D. Ridder
I. J. Sanger* 1924
Albert L. Sauls 1957 & Loretta S. Sauls
R. Wilson Scar* & Elizabeth Koller Scar* 1957
Harvey H. Scott* 1935 & Virginia S. Scott*
Earl F. Seese* 1927 & Geraldine Seese*
Harry W. Shank*
Dewitt H. Shaver* 1932
Ralph L. Shively & Catherine M. Shively*
Marie J. Showalter* 1931
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Dwight H. Shull* 1942
Loren S. Simpson* 1940 & Miriam Blough Simpson* 1939
Charles F. Smith Sr.*
Harold D. Smith* 1943 & Miriam Rohrer Smith 1944
Charles L. Snyder* 1947 & Elizabeth H. Snyder
Ernest C. Spoerlein* 1933 & Alice Tucker Spoerlein* 1931
Karl D. Stoltzfus Sr. & Barbara B. Stoltzfus
Robert I. Stolzman 1983 & Faye G. Stolzman
Judith S. Strickler
Virginia G. Strickler*
Stuart R. Suter 1963 & Lorraine C. Suter
Norman O. Wagenschein* 1949 & Minnie Roller Wagenschein* 1939
Orland ( Jack) Wages* & Alice Wages*
James H. Walsh 1968 & Janice Ausherman Walsh 1968
Margaret G. Weaver*
Helen M. Wetsel
N. Paige Will 1955 & Ann C. Will
R. Lowell Wine* 1941 & Ruth Crumpacker Wine* 1941
William E. Wine* 1904 & Margaret K. Wine*
Leo V. Woker* 1939
T. Eugene Worrell* & Anne R. Worrell




William H. Aiken Jr. 1962 & Lucy B. Aiken
Judith Miller Allen 1962
J. L. Allison
M. Travis Andrews 1993 & Sara Wilkerson Andrews 1994
Harold W. Armstrong 1950 & Kathleen Funkhouser Armstrong 1950
Leona K. Barlow*
Sara Dove Boaz* 1914
Virginia Wakeman Borden* 1936
Geraldine H. Bowman*
Glenn C. Bowman* 1966
Miriam Bowman* 1920
Pasco M. Bowman II 1955 & Katharine P. Bowman
Chester L. Bradeld & Nancy Bradeld
Warren L. Braun* & Lillian Braun*
Donald R. Brown 1966 & Jean Crumpacker Brown 1966
Edward A. Byrd 1952 & Flora B. Byrd
Edwin L. Cable & Sandra Mason Cable 1978
Georey L. Chase 1972 & Arlene Morris Chase 1970
D. Bruce Christian & K. Spas Christian
Garland L. Cline* 1943
Jacob K. Conner*
George Cornelius & Susan Cornelius
Grace Crawford*




Frederick D. Dove Jr.* 1941 & A. Louise Wampler Dove 1941
Kermit Early 1947 & Jean K. Early
John C. Eller* 1941 & Elizabeth Eller*
Leona Zigler Eller* 1934
Edna M. Evans*
Lena M. Flora*
John S. Flory Jr.* 1932
V. Lee Foltz 1966 & Sarah Garber Foltz 1967
Charles R. Funkhouser & Pat Loomis
Rachel H. Garner*
Mark I. Gaver & Donna Taylor Gaver 1984
Steven M. Gilner 1969
John E. Glick Sr.*
John T. Glick* 1915
William H. Groseclose* & Lila Groseclose*
Douglas L. Guynn
Lester B. Hershey Sr.*
Richard Hewitt & Cindy Hewitt
Gary P. Hickman & Hope Harmon Hickman 1978
Martha C. Hinkel*
John R. Hipps 1984 & Melissa M. Hipps
Charles J. Hoke* 1934 & Floy N. Hoke*
Ola May Hoover* 1928
Jesse E. Hopkins Jr. 1970 & Alice L. Hopkins
Aaron M. Horst*
Jacob S. Human* 1933 & Olive Fike Human* 1935
Nelson T. Human* 1925 & Bertha omas Human* 1918
P. Hampton Hylton 1956 & Julia W. Hylton
J. E. Ikenberry* 1928
Charles B. Johnson & Gene Bowman Johnson 1945
Robert E. Kinzie* 1942 & Doris H. Kinzie
E. Harley Kline* 1949 & Vera C. Kline
John M. Kline Jr.* 1927 & Virginia Robertson Kline 1962
M. Alma Kline* 1929
Paul E. Kline* & June Sadd Kline 1950
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C. Eugene Lantz 1961 & Catherine T. Lantz
H. Harold Lehman 1956 & Carol W. Lehman
Omer M. Long Sr.* 1943 & Gwendolyn H. Long
Betty Blough Martin* 1945
Michael C. Martin 1976 & Patricia Hollcro« Martin 1976
John H. Mason 1957 & Peggy Purdy Mason 1956
John B. May* 1931 & Florence S. May*
W. Robert McFadden
Jessie A. Merrow*
James B. Miller & Linda A. Miller
John L. Miller 1951 & Janet Carter Miller 1954
L. Paul Miller* 1929 & Kathryn Myers Miller* 1938
Lowell A. Miller 1940 & Peggy Wright Miller 1947
Robert F. Miller* 1956
William K. Monger* 1938
Rebecca V. Myers* 1930
Miles K. Nelson* & Joyce Estes Nelson*
Edith C. Perrow*
Reba Fern Pettit*
Reuel B. Pritchett* 1911
Clyde Pugh* 1954 & Eunice M. Pugh
William S. Ray* 1949
Edna Ream*
George G. Reimer & Judy M. Reimer*
John H. Rhodes & Bonnie Forrer Rhodes 1962
Gladys Viola Sanger* 1929
LeVerle H. Sappington
Joseph K. Scott 1935 & Marion C. Scott
Ina Mason Shank* 1948
Ethel Shaver*
Chester C. Shelburne* 1916
elma W. Shriner* 1914
Richard C. Shrum* 1937 & Maureen Shrum*
Carl N. Shull 1950 & Dorothy Human Shull 1952
Alfred P. Smith*
Donald G. Smith Sr. & Barbara Smith
J. Douglas Smith 1973 & Elizabeth Painter Smith 1976
Ruth Weybright Stauer* 1921
Eldon R. Steiner 1968 & Patricia Steiner
E. Catherine Stickley*
James H. Taylor* & Shirley Hoover Taylor* 1941
Philip E. Trout* 1950 & Nancy Garst Trout 1950
Dale V. Ulrich & Claire Gilbert Ulrich* 1978
Hans F. Wachtmeister 1967 & Anne M. Wachtmeister
D. Eugene Wampler 1959 & eresa S. Wampler
Fred F. Wampler 1947 & Dorris Berry Wampler 1947
G. Benjamin Wampler 1982 & Sherrie K. Wampler 1985
M. Guy West* 1926 & Naomi Miller West* 1929
Harold R. Weybright 1954 & Mary Hooker Weybright 1954
David E. Will 1983 & Deborah Layman Will 1983
C. Bradford Williamson 1985 & Traci L. Williamson
Frank A. Williar* 1953 & Kathleen Miller Williar 1950
Ivan D. Wilson*
Ira M. Wine* 1942
Isaac J. Wine* 1933
J. F. Wine*
Joseph Albert Wine* 1930
Edgar F. Wolf*
Nellie Jones Young* 1930
Jacob S. Zigler* 1939 & Leah Flora Zigler* 1939
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1880 SOCIETY
e 1880 Society is Bridgewater College’s annual leadership recognition society. is is a select group of donors who make cumulative gis of $1,000 or more to 
the College during the scal year (July 1-June 30). e Society plays a vital role in supporting our mission to educate the whole person.
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Anonymous
D. Cory Adamson ’91
G. Steven Agee ’74 & Nancy H. Agee
William H. Aiken Jr. ’62 & Lucy B. Aiken
James O. Bowman ’57 & Sylvia Kline Bowman ’57
Kenneth D. Bowman ’63 & Nancy M. Bowman
Herman W. Brubaker ’49 & Betty H. Brubaker
Allan R. Cole ’65 & Mary Jean Simpson Cole ’65
R. Paul Davis ’62 & Betty Rickman Davis ’63
Mensel D. Dean Jr. ’67 & Linda T. Dean
Sharon S. Driscoll
William S. Earhart ’66
Paul L. Early & Mary Coman Early ’65
Earle W. Fike Jr. ’51
James S. Flora ’52 & Ann Beahm Flora ’57
V. Lee Foltz ’66 & Sarah Garber Foltz ’67
Yancey W. Ford Jr. ’62 & Peggy P. Ford
Bibb Y. Frazier & Dolly S. Frazier
Mark I. Gaver & Donna Taylor Gaver ’84
Steven M. Gilner ’69
Louie T. Hargett ’53 & A. Catherine Hargett
W. Wallace Hatcher ’55 & Carolyn Lantz Hatcher ’57
Gary P. Hickman & Hope Harmon Hickman ’78
Dwight E. Hou & Carolyn R. Hou
P. Hampton Hylton ’56 & Julia W. Hylton
James V. Lane & Lucretia Miller Lane ’66
J. Allen Layman ’74 & Ann B. Layman
Laura S. Mapp
Marion E. Mason ’53 & Joan Myers Mason ’54
B. Darrow McLauchlin ’66
Nathan H. Miller ’65 & Kimberly H. Miller
Betty Lou Fike Myers ’53
Ernest R. Ne ’72 & Susan G. Ne
Wilfred E. Nolen ’63 & Joyce A. Nolen
Leland F. Pittman ’60 & Rebecca Pittman
Herbert L. Ridder ’51 & Susan D. Ridder
Marilee Miller Sackett ’49
Richard D. Scaglione & Janice F. Scaglione
Douglas G. Shear ’65 & Cynthia Craig Shear ’66
Ralph L. Shively
Ronald E. Sink & Janice Sink
Karl D. Stoltzfus Sr. & Barbara B. Stoltzfus
Robert I. Stolzman ’83 & Faye G. Stolzman
Stuart R. Suter ’63 & Lorraine C. Suter
G. Benjamin Wampler ’82 & Sherrie K. Wampler ’85
J. Paul Wampler ’54 & Priscilla Wakeman Wampler ’54
William D. Wampler* ’50 & Bonnie Lou Wampler
Harold R. Weybright ’54 & Mary Hooker Weybright ’54




Judith Miller Allen ’62
Wanda Harmon Baker ’61
James H. Benson Sr. ’65 & Mary V. Benson
Richard Blatchford & Beverly Wallich Blatchford ’65
Diane V. Brown ’66
J. Russell Bruner ’77 & Meredith K. Bruner
J. H. Caricofe ’53 & Betty Na Caricofe ’54
D. Bruce Christian & K. Spas Christian
Olin T. Clark & Susan Frantz Clark ’64
Allen D. Ervin ’72 & Sara A. Ervin
Bruce W. Fears ’74 & Barbara J. Fears
Edgar A. Flora ’49
John Flora & Jan Flora
Jack Guynn & Joanne A. Guynn
Judy Nolen Henneberger ’64
Robert L. Hueston
Matthew W. Human ’02 & Megan Orndor Human ’03
Larry T. Hull ’62 & Jeannette F. Hull
David A. Layman ’61 & Anne M. Layman
Chris A. Lumsden ’80 & Linda Smith Lumsden ’80
John H. Mason ’57 & Peggy Purdy Mason ’56
Richard S. McGuªn ’65
Jerey K. Miller ’93
Ernest N. Mistr ’63 & Betty Glover Mistr ’63
Jerry F. Morris & Rebecca W. Morris
Mark E. Myers Jr. ’64 & Rosemary H. Myers
Margaret Flory Rainbolt ’37
R. Coleman Reid* ’60 & Anne Murray Reid ’60
James S. Replogle ’65 & Rebecca A. Replogle
John H. Rhodes & Bonnie Forrer Rhodes ’62
Carol A. Scheppard
Larry W. Shank ’77
J. Douglas Smith ’73 & Elizabeth Painter Smith ’76
Elizabeth H. Snyder
Phillip C. Stone ’65 & Cherrill Kline Stone ’66
Ben F. Wade ’57 & Janice Wine Wade ’57
Donna Price Walker ’75
James H. Walsh ’68 & Janice Ausherman Walsh ’68
Fred F. Wampler ’47 & Dorris Berry Wampler ’47
Guy E. Wampler Jr. ’56 & Linda L. Wampler
Robert J. Weiss & Mabel Lou Wakeman Weiss ’65
James L. Wilkerson ’68 & Sally Tabb Wilkerson ’68
N. Paige Will ’55 & Ann C. Will
Harold B. Wright III ’04
Gary L. Yoder & Beth H. Yoder
BELL TOWER CLUB
Ira R. Albaugh Jr. & Doris Niswander Albaugh ’55
M. Travis Andrews ’93 & Sara Wilkerson Andrews ’94
Kurt M. Berry & Veatta Deal-Berry ’82
Daniel M. Birdsong ’58
Robert C. Brockman ’80 & Kristine M. Brockman
A. Edward Burgess ’62 & Ann T. Burgess
Louise Roller Burtner ’54
David W. Bushman & Suzanne D. Bushman
Donna J. Carr ’64
Jerey W. Carter ’92 & Kimberly Flora Carter ’94
L. Clyde Carter Jr. ’56 & Karen S. Carter
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1880 Society, continued
Allen M. Clague Jr. ’50 & Naoma D. Clague
Michael B. Clark & Sharon L. Clark
Ronald V. Cox ’59 & Violet Siron Cox ’59
Hal Du Jr. ’84 & Susan Perdue Du ’85
Bruce H. Elliott ’76 & Deb Elliott
Daniel S. FitzGerald ’82
Samuel H. Flora Jr. ’44 & Lillie Ann Flora
John C. Garber ’63 & Sally S. Garber
Paul H. Geithner Jr. & Irmgard H. Geithner
Troy M. Glembot ’85
Jordan L. Hill ’02 & Kimberly J. Hill
Stephen L. Hollinger ’70 & Linda L. Hollinger
Jesse E. Hopkins Jr. ’70 & Alice L. Hopkins
Ronald E. Hottle ’70 & Karol Long Hottle ’70
Douglas M. Jones ’63
Bruce B. Keeney Sr. & Mary-Taliaferro B. Keeney
Lindsay C. Kennedy ’02
Orrin M. Kline Jr. ’57 & Jane M. Kline
Erik K. Kloster ’83 & Betty J. Kloster
David H. Osborne ’61 & Mary Ann Osborne
David Parker & Holly Parker
Robert H. Patterson ’65 & Sue Miller Patterson ’65
Hubert C. Roop Jr. ’66 & Judith Duer Roop ’69
omas D. Rotruck ’58
Susan Monger Shi®ett ’69
E. Reiman Shober Jr. ’55 & Eva Lee H. Shober
Maureen C. Silva
James G. Simmons ’59 & Jean Harden Simmons ’61
Wayne E. Spangler ’53 & Carol Compton Spangler ’56
Richard A. Szucs & Ruth H. Szucs
Karl R. Verell ’94
Dennis J. Wakeman ’84
Larry H. White ’65 & Amy W. White
Justin K. Whitt & Lyn Whitt
Kathleen Miller Williar ’50
James C. Wood ’63 & Lula Belle Barnhart Wood ’63
John H. Wright III & Trula Wright
Kathy G. Wright ’81
J. Samuel Zigler Jr. ’68
CORNERSTONE CLUB
Anonymous
Troy W. Akers ’03 & Nancy Varney Akers ’04
Sidney B. Allen Jr. & Debra Moyer Allen ’78
Adrienne B. Allison
Robert P. Armbruster ’75 & Beverly ompson Armbruster ’75
Gene D. Armstrong ’55
Edward F. Arnett ’67 & Nina Miller Arnett ’69
Marc E. Asaad & Shonda Arnett Asaad ’91
Donald L. Banks ’61 & Carole Banks
R. Ted Barker ’79 & Faye O. Barker
E. Rush Barnett ’77 & Tina Morgan Barnett ’78
Glenn R. Barnhart ’73 & Treva A. Barnhart
David Beach & Carolyn Hupman Beach ’68
Paul J. Bender & Marlene P. Bender
Jason E. Berkey ’96 & Robin E. Berkey
Emmert F. Bittinger ’45 & Esther Landis Bittinger ’48
John K. Boitnott ’53 & Carolyn H. Boitnott
Alan E. Borgwardt ’88 & Elisabeth Mills Borgwardt ’88
Delmer G. Botkin ’64 & Sue Grove Botkin ’65
Bruce W. Bowen ’72 & Susan Kutz Bowen ’73
J. Robert Branner ’64
Keith A. Buckle & Linda C. Buckle
Edward A. Byrd ’52 & Flora B. Byrd
Linda Smith Camper ’58
Moses H. W. Chan ’67
David E. Coman ’68 & Judith T. Coman
William J. Collins & Cheryl Petcher Collins ’70
Bradley E. Cox ’86 & Susan Shaer Cox ’86
Michael D. Del Giudice ’84
James D. DeLucas Jr. ’88 & Vaniene Hudgins DeLucas ’88
Kermit Early ’47 & Jean K. Early
Kevin Early & Betsy Early
Gary R. Edgerton & Marsha M. Edgerton
Roy W. Ferguson Jr. & Susan Q. Ferguson
Rodney S. Fike ’76 & Diane Sackett Fike ’75
J. Stevenson Fletcher Jr. & Julee W. Fletcher
Allen P. Flora ’78 & Denise Lovelace Flora ’78
David E. Flora Jr. ’74 & Janet B. Flora
Philip E. Flory ’75 & Ellie Hodge Draper ’72
Liisa E. Franzen
Jerey Gamble & Beth Strohmayer Gamble ’87
Gerald W. Garber & Mary Glick Garber ’81
Steven E. Gardner ’76 & Kathryn J. Gardner
Wayne F. Geisert
John A. Grady & Patricia Kline Grady ’65
A. Wesley Graves VI & Glenna M. Graves
W. Andrew Griªth ’65
Andrew P. Grossnickle ’02
Douglas L. Guynn
Howard N. Hahn Jr. & Zanette Showker Hahn ’77
Bradley S. Hallock ’86 & Karla McCray Hallock ’86
Leland D. Harding ’80 & Rebecca Mekeel Harding* ’79
John S. Harman ’57
G. William Harper III ’73 & Dorothy S. Harper
John C. Harshbarger Jr. ’57 & Deborah L. Hixon ’75
John H. Harshbarger ’59 & Dorothy Schmoyer Harshbarger ’65
Galen S. Heisey ’71 & Inge Heisey
Mary Frances Heishman ’66
Jerey P. Heppard ’74
Ralph W. Hicks ’65 & Carole Hicks
Mitchell W. Holsinger ’63
Margaret Faulkner Horn ’50
W. Dale Hou ’72 & Meredith K. Hou
Donald R. Human ’53 & Martha L. Human
Rufus C. Human ’71 & Elaine W. Human
J. Michael Jacobs ’67 & Jean Kingsbury Jacobs ’67
Constance Lunsford Johansson ’48
Charles B. Johnson & Gene Bowman Johnson ’45
Lawrence M. Johnson ’75
Stanley R. Johnson & Mary Ann Hartman Johnson ’68
Jerey A. Jones ’81 & Lori A. Jones
Gregory W. Keeler ’84 & Anne B. Keeler
Betty Halterman Kline ’55
June Sadd Kline ’50
Sharon Lawrence Kline ’62
William T. Kline ’60 & Marlene F. Kline
Krishna Kodukula & Sarala Kodukula
Dana K. Law Jr. ’70 & Cheryl C. Law
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1880 Society, continued
Ellen K. Layman ’65
T. Rodman Layman ’56 & Barbara H. Layman
H. Harold Lehman ’56 & Carol W. Lehman
Brenda Deyerle Lipscomb ’65
Gwendolyn H. Long
Jonathan D. W. Lyle ’79 & Sherrill H. Lyle
Jerry W. Martin ’66
Miriam Spangler Martindale ’45
Charles L. Mason ’69 & Marcia Carter Mason ’71
Ivan J. Mason ’51 & Peggy Glick Mason ’51
Stephen O. Mason ’74 & Marilyn S. Mason
Ernest D. May ’63 & Rebecca Beech May ’63
James A. Maye ’65 & Letitia Teets Maye ’64
Carl McDaniels ’51 & Ann Eller McDaniels ’51
Michael E. McDonald ’69 & Carol Rapp McDonald ’72
Jane Meadows ’63
Timothy A. Meyers
Alan L. Miller ’80 & Judy C. Miller
James B. Miller & Linda A. Miller
John M. Miller ’58 & Mary B. Miller
Lawrence W. Miller ’74 & Ellen Burkholder Miller ’79
William D. Miracle & Andrea P. Miracle
Elizabeth A. Mumper ’76
K. Wayne Muntain ’64 & Jane Miller Muntain ’64
Barry E. Myers ’69 & Cecile R. Myers
Lynn N. Myers ’70 & Sandra W. Myers
Robert L. Nida ’65
Sean R. O’Connell ’85 & Sharon Lambert O’Connell ’83
F. Gary Osborne ’58 & Carol H. Osborne
Robert D. Payne & Linda Morgan Payne ’71
David A. Penrod ’67 & Helen L. Penrod
Randal J. Perdue & Cynthia S. Perdue
Richard M. Petre ’57 & Patricia H. Petre
Paul V. Phibbs Jr. ’64 & Marilyn W. Phibbs
Tracy L. Phillips ’70 & Carol McMurtrie Phillips ’71
V. Frances Whitmore Plecker ’49
Lewis B. Pollard
R. Jerey Postans ’79 & Nancy C. Postans
J. Richard Rader Jr. ’60 & Harriet Flora Rader ’63
Dennis A. Reese & Sallie W. Reese
Jesse D. Robertson ’45 & Wilma Kline Robertson ’47
William A. Sar ’64 & Elizabeth Frank Sar ’66
Al P. Sauey & Phyllis Smith Sauey ’57
Albert L. Sauls ’57 & Loretta S. Sauls
Charles H. Scott ’65 & Mary M. Scott
Larry C. Seilhamer ’64 & Carolyn Fifer Seilhamer ’64
Mark A. Sherman ’92
Helen Wine Shickel ’53
Charles L. Shipp ’66 & Kathy Shipp
H. Roller Shipplett Jr. ’71 & Jerry Johnson Shipplett ’71
Arva V. Short ’56 & Jane B. Harrison-Short
Carl N. Shull ’50 & Dorothy Human Shull ’52
Edgar B. Simmons Jr. ’58 & Catherine Tusing Simmons ’60
Ashley B. Smith ’85 & Ann B. Smith
C. Ray Smith ’56 & Phyllis W. Smith
C. Steven Smith & Fran C. Smith
Matthew I. Smith ’89 & Pamela J. Smith
Michael D. Smith ’03
Georgia A. Snell ’67
Robert H. Strickler & Lorraine W. Strickler
Norman K. Sulser ’63 & Mary R. Sulser
Gregory L. Tewalt ’81
Ray W. Tobias & Doris Meyer Tobias ’68
Dale V. Ulrich & Doris K. Metzler-Ulrich
Richard S. Vallaster III ’99 & Jodi R. Vallaster
Paul P. Vames ’63 & Martha A. Vames
Grace Barrner Watt ’04
M. Terry Westhafer ’69 & Patricia C. Westhafer
Helen M. Wetsel
Matthew L. Whitaker ’99 & Chastity Shaer Whitaker ’99
Robert L. Will ’55 & Iris S. Will
Elby C. Wilson ’41 & Evelyn Roller Wilson ’48
Stephen E. Wilson & Linda Knight Wilson ’67
Ray M. Wine ’51 & Ann H. Wine
Jerey H. Woodward & Ann V. Myers
Carol A. Yetzer
Charles W. Young & Carole Young
David A. Young ’01
Frederick W. Zimmerman ’67 & Katherine Martin Zimmerman ’67
CODICIL CLUB
e Codicil Club of Bridgewater College honors those iends and supporters of the College who have chosen to remember BC through estate-related gis. Codicil 
Club membership is open to all alumni and iends of the institution who include Bridgewater College in their wills or in other forms of estate planning and 
deferred giving.
G. Steven Agee ’74 & Nancy H. Agee
Ira R. Albaugh Jr. & Doris Niswander Albaugh ’55
C. Edward Armbruster Jr. ’71 & Barbara Turnham Armbruster ’71
Harold W. Armstrong ’50 & Kathleen Funkhouser Armstrong ’50
Hilda L. Ausherman
R. Ted Barker ’79 & Faye O. Barker
Martha E. Beahm ’81
Elizabeth L. Beard ’49
Emmert F. Bittinger ’45 & Esther Landis Bittinger ’48
Fred M. Bowman ’46 & Wanda Martin Bowman ’49
James O. Bowman ’57 & Sylvia Kline Bowman ’57
J. Willard Bowman ’53 & Mary Ankrum Bowman ’55
Virginia K. Bowman
Byron A. Brill ’69 & Kathleen Brill
A. Edward Burgess ’62 & Ann T. Burgess
Maxine Wakeman Burkholder ’49
Louise Roller Burtner ’54
Edward A. Byrd ’52 & Flora B. Byrd
L. Clyde Carter Jr. ’56 & Karen S. Carter
Helen C. Chan ’51
Michael B. Clark
John W. Clayton ’49
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Codicil Club, continued
Alfred R. Cline ’51 & Melba Melton Cline ’54
Elizabeth S. Cline
Lawrence R. Cline & Joyce Petcher Cline ’57
omas Coman ’54 & Nancy L. Coman
Ronald V. Cox ’59 & Violet Siron Cox ’59
B. Merle Crouse ’52 & Jean P. Crouse
Brydon M. DeWitt ’65 & Louise Wampler DeWitt ’66
Carolyn Garst Dinst ’54
A. Louise Wampler Dove ’41
Garner H. Downey ’47 & Mae Frances Downey 
Sharon S. Driscoll
Kermit Early ’47 & Jean K. Early
Doris Cline Egge ’46
Wendell C. Eller ’48 & Sonya J. Eller
T. Duke Fancher ’62
Andrew W. Fike ’84
B. Ray Fike ’63
Earle W. Fike Jr. ’51
J. Rogers Fike ’59 & Elizabeth Beachy Fike ’53
Edgar A. Flora ’49
Marie Mason Flory ’45
Merrill C. Flory & Joy Harsh Flory ’56
Yancey W. Ford Jr. ’62 & Peggy P. Ford
Paul B. Foster ’47 & Janet Evers Foster ’44
Lois W. Gambill
Michael A. Gardner ’66 & Carolyn Crumpacker Gardner ’69
Nora Bollinger Garman ’56
Glenn S. Garner ’47 & Margaret Schmidt Garner ’46
Wayne F. Geisert
Paul H. Geithner Jr. & Irmgard H. Geithner
Steven M. Gilner ’69
Ray E. Glick ’56 & Sandra Y. Glick
Lloyd D. Haag ’51 & Joan S. Haag
Howard N. Hahn Jr. & Zanette Showker Hahn ’77
R. Lanier Halterman Jr. ’60 & Norma G. Halterman
W. Wallace Hatcher ’55 & Carolyn Lantz Hatcher ’57
E. Bruce Heilman & Betty J. Heilman
John C. Heisel & Doris Eller Heisel ’56
Gray R. Henry
Allegra H. Hess ’60
Bingham W. Higgins ’66 & Susan Greene-Higgins
Miriam Mason Holl ’45
W. Edward Homes III ’72
Jesse E. Hopkins Jr. ’70 & Alice L. Hopkins
John L. Hopkins III ’49 & Helen M. Hopkins
Bruce E. Human & Cathy Simmons Human ’78
Rufus C. Human ’71 & Elaine W. Human
Charles B. Johnson & Gene Bowman Johnson ’45
Helen E. Jordan ’46
James L. Keeler ’57 & Sandra Barnhart Keeler ’70
Brian D. Kennedy ’70 & Candace R. Kennedy
Ronald Kershner ’62 & Carol L. Kershner
James A. King Jr. ’55
Otis D. Kitchen ’53
Virginia Robertson Kline ’62
Brenda Deyerle Lipscomb ’65
Garland C. Liskey & Lillian M. Liskey
Harriett W. Liskey
James O. Lohr ’57 & Loretta Hartman Lohr ’58
William B. Ludwick & Mary Lipscomb Ludwick ’54
Laura S. Mapp
Ivan J. Mason ’51 & Peggy Glick Mason ’51
Marion E. Mason ’53 & Joan Myers Mason ’54
Rodney E. Mason ’83 & Laurie E. Mason
Stephen O. Mason ’74 & Marilyn S. Mason
Carl McDaniels ’51 & Ann Eller McDaniels ’51
W. Robert McFadden
Faye C. Miller ’81
John L. Miller ’51 & Janet Carter Miller ’54
Nathan H. Miller ’65 & Kimberly H. Miller
Shirley Phillips Miller ’64
Floyd H. Mitchell ’44 & Kathleen Hull Mitchell ’46
L. Manning Muntzing & Nancy S. Muntzing
Wilfred E. Nolen ’63 & Joyce A. Nolen
F. Gary Osborne ’58 & Carol H. Osborne
Marvin W. Ostberg & Patricia W. Ostberg
M. Louise Owen ’56
Paul W. Petcher ’43 & Emma B. Petcher
Richard M. Petre ’57 & Patricia H. Petre
Nicholas P. Picerno & Kathy Picerno
Margaret Flory Rainbolt ’37
Anne Murray Reid ’60
James E. Reid ’62 & Joann Painter Reid ’63
Lois May Rhodes ’53
John F. Richards & Nell S. McIver
Herbert L. Ridder ’51
Nancy L. Rittenhouse ’67
Jesse D. Robertson ’45 & Wilma Kline Robertson ’47
Jimmy R. Ross ’59 & Betty C. Ross
James M. Russell Jr. ’76 & Suzanne Hofmann Russell ’79
Marilee Miller Sackett ’49
LeVerle H. Sappington
Albert L. Sauls ’57 & Loretta S. Sauls
John E. Sayre ’51
Joseph K. Scott ’35 & Marion C. Scott
Kenneth E. Shi®et & Anne Frysinger Shi®et ’54
Ralph L. Shively
Carl N. Shull ’50 & Dorothy Human Shull ’52
Carl F. Smith ’43
J. Douglas Smith ’73 & Elizabeth Painter Smith ’76
Janet E. Smith ’53
Miriam Rohrer Smith ’44
Rodney I. Smith
Elizabeth H. Snyder
Wayne E. Spangler ’53 & Carol Compton Spangler ’56
Eldon R. Steiner ’68 & Patricia Steiner
Janet W. Stevens
Phillip C. Stone ’65 & Cherrill Kline Stone ’66
Owen G. Stultz ’51 & Flemmie Getz Stultz ’52
William R. Swecker
Robert Tayman & Anne Tayman
Evelyn Ritchie Tower ’46
Mary V. Trexler
Nancy Garst Trout ’50
Sue Hartley Valentine ’62
Richard S. Vallaster III ’99 & Jodi R. Vallaster
Karl R. Verell ’94
Ben F. Wade ’57 & Janice Wine Wade ’57
Donna Price Walker ’75
Bonnie Lou Wampler
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* Deceased 
1880 SOCIETY— PC  President’s Club; HC Heritage Club; BT Bell Tower Club; CS Cornerstone Club  LIFETIME GIVING— RS Renaissance Society; DF Daniel C. Flory Society; 
WY Walter B. Yount Society; JW John W. Wayland Society; FS Founders Society; CR Chairman’s Circle  CODICIL CLUB— CC  ENDOWMENT DONOR—ED
Charles W. Wampler Jr. ’37
D. Eugene Wampler ’59 & eresa S. Wampler
Fred F. Wampler ’47 & Dorris Berry Wampler ’47
J. Paul Wampler ’54 & Priscilla Wakeman Wampler ’54
Josephine Spangler Wampler ’53
Shirley Fulcher Wampler ’57
Gerald L. Weaver & Miriam Hersch Weaver ’51
Forest O. Wells ’56 & Lillian Wimmer Wells ’57
Helen M. Wetsel
Janet Estep Whetzel ’61
John E. White ’58 & Gene Ridder White ’69
John W. Whitmore ’41
N. Paige Will ’55 & Ann C. Will
Lila E. Williams ’66
Kathleen Miller Williar ’50
Charlene Wilson
Franklin C. Wilson ’50 & Ina A. Wilson
Gloria Bohn Wilson ’46
Jacob C. Wine Jr. ’41




Numbers in parentheses represent 
years of consecutive giving.
1936
50% Participation
Grace Glick Fleishman (37)
1937
50% Participation
Margaret Flory Rainbolt (39) 
HC, WY, CC, ED
1939
25% Participation
Harlan M. Eye (39)
1940
16.7% Participation




Hazel Clark Turner (31)
Elby C. Wilson (36) CS, ED
1942
62.5% Participation
Carolyn Long Barkman (39)
J. R. Barkman (39)
Harry B. Bowman (27)
Kathryn Garst Mason ED
Ralph S. Wolfe (17)
1943
11.1% Participation
Leona Dodge Jones (39)
Harold D. Lehman (11)
1944
28.6% Participation
Charlotte Weaver Anderson 
(3)
Mark W. Andes (11)
Samuel H. Flora Jr. (30) BT, ED
Janet Evers Foster (42) CC
Elizabeth C. Glick-Rieman ED
Floyd H. Mitchell (39) CC
Griselda Riner Murphy (8)
Hardenia Click Zigler (43)
1945
53.3% Participation
Emmert F. Bittinger (46) 
CS, FS, CC
Marie Mason Flory (39) CC, ED
Doris Miller Good (13)
urman T. Grossnickle (2)
H. Gerald Guyton (4)
Miriam Mason Holl (46) CC, ED
Gene Bowman Johnson (39) 
CS, CR, CC
Miriam Spangler Martindale 
(2) CS
Joseph M. Mason (12) ED
Jean Eckard Oxley (39)
Jesse D. Robertson (39) CS, DF, CC
McHenry L. Sti III (2)
Anna Mae Pope Will (39)
1946
45% Participation
Helena Crouse Hand-Bak (39)
Fred M. Bowman (39) CC
Doris Cline Egge (18) CC
Loleine Barnhart Fisher (15)
Margaret Schmidt Garner 
(39) CC, ED
Margaret Glick Hunkins (10)
Helen E. Jordan (3) CC, ED
Kathleen Hull Mitchell (39) CC
Elizabeth Wol±ill Rogers* (3)
Betty Lease ompson (10)
Evelyn Ritchie Tower (10) CC
1947
50% Participation
Garner H. Downey (2) FS, CC
Kermit Early (4) CS, CR, CC
Paul B. Foster (42) CC
Glenn S. Garner (39) CC, ED
Homer M. Kline Jr. (4)
Sara Zigler Knupp (21)
Kenneth B. McGolerick (39)
Roberta Sadd Messamer (3)
Myron S. Miller (10) ED
Wilma Kline Robertson (39) 
CS, DF, CC
Bernice Hooker Walter (12) ED
Dorris Berry Wampler (39) HC, 
CR, CC, ED
Fred F. Wampler (39) HC, CR, 
CC, ED
Mirna Belle Flory Wolfe (31)
1948
21.2% Participation
Esther Landis Bittinger (46) 
CS, FS, CC
Louise Bowman Callahan 
(5) FS
Frances Roller Crabill (4)
Wendell C. Eller (29) CC, ED
Amy Myers Ericson* (15)
David E. Flora Sr. (10) ED
Joseph L. Glick (27)
Constance Lunsford Johansson 
CS
Sonia Diehl Messerley
Charles E. Miller ED
Leon W. Rhodes (30)
Eugene E. Smith (9)
H. Byrd Teter (6)
Evelyn Roller Wilson (36) CS, ED
1949
29.3% Participation
Elizabeth L. Beard (2) CC
Nancy Layman Bertholf (2)
Wanda Martin Bowman (39) CC
Herman W. Brubaker (37) 
PC, FS, ED
Elva Aylor Einsel
Edgar A. Flora (39) HC, FS, CC, ED
William R. Johnson
William H. Jordan (33)
Charles S. Kiracofe Jr. (26)
Norma Oates Lee (9)
John A. Lindsay III (2)
Margaret Kirby Miller (11)
Charlie Ann Flora Oliver (4)
V. Frances Whitmore Plecker 
(2) CS
Eugene R. Puenberger (33)
Marilee Miller Sackett (46) PC, 
WY, CC, ED
O. Raymond Sellers Jr. (23) ED
A. Owen Shi®ett (10)
Hubert N. Whitten Jr.
Virginia Bittinger Whitten
Edgar F. Wilkerson (37) ED




Ruth Richmond Barth (5)
Warren D. Bowman Jr.
Allen M. Clague Jr. (38) BT
Pauline Payne Coleman (4)
Corinne Early Crumley (11)
Lucille Jordan Didawick (3)
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1880 SOCIETY— PC  President’s Club; HC Heritage Club; BT Bell Tower Club; CS Cornerstone Club  LIFETIME GIVING— RS Renaissance Society; DF Daniel C. Flory Society; 
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Charles S. Geil (6)
Margaret Faulkner Horn 
(66) CS
June Sadd Kline (39) CS, CR
Joyce C. Moyers
G. Worthy Pegram Jr. (3)
William E. Reish
Raymond C. Rhodes*
Carl N. Shull (39) CS, CR, CC, ED
Dawn Arey Smith
Barbara Judy Taylor (37)
Freda Cubbage awley (13)
William D. Wampler* PC, DF
Kathleen Miller Williar (31) 
BT, CR, CC
Joe A. Wine (10) CC
1951
44.6% Participation
Kurtz E. Alderman (10)
Frederick H. Bower (8)
Katharine Coman Bowman 
(39)
Elbridge H. Callahan* (5) FS
Helen C. Chan (4) CC
Alfred R. Cline (39) FS, CC
Carroll E. Conner (2)
Alice Soper Corbett
Neil G. Corbett
Albert W. Crawford (34)
Clinton M. Devier
Guy F. Didawick (3)
Earle W. Fike Jr. PC, CC
Allen M. Fleishman (17)
Helen Garber Fleishman (17)
W. Harold Garner (20)
Lloyd D. Haag (2) CC
W. Frederick Himelwright 
(9) ED
Merle L. Jenkins (23)
Ivan W. Lobban (4)
Ivan J. Mason (44) CS, CC, ED
Peggy Glick Mason (44) CS, 
CC, ED
Ann Eller McDaniels (29) 
CS, CC, ED
Carl McDaniels (29) CS, CC, ED
Bonnie Shickel Miller ED
Byron R. Morris (9)
Harold S. Moyer (3)
Clarence M. Moyers (21)
Ruth Diehl Owens (11)
Mary Vest Reish
Herbert L. Ridder (2) PC, FS, 
CC, ED
David L. Rogers (2)
Shirley McDaniel Rogers (2)
Helen Pence Saxon (10)
William L. Simmons (3)
Larry C. Smith
Owen G. Stultz (39) CC
Clayton N. Towers (36)
Jacqueline Grove Towers (36)
omas E. Wagner* (10)
Miriam Hersch Weaver (4) CC
Ruth Glick Welliver
Ray M. Wine (10) CS
1952
30.6% Participation
Edward A. Byrd (3) CS, CR, CC, ED
Mary Anna Flory Cline (13) ED
B. Merle Crouse (39) CC, ED
George L. Fifer (10)
James S. Flora (39) PC
Paul S. Garber Sr. (9)
Claude S. Humbert Jr. (39) ED
C. Kenneth Landes (10)
Helen Hoy Landis (6)
Emily Faulkner Matson
Gar Miley (4) ED
Richard R. Miller (39)
William C. Naylor
Eleanor Judy Robinson (4)
Dorothy Human Shull (39) 
CS, CR, CC, ED
Grant D. Simmons (3)
Ilene Neher Smith (2)
Flemmie Getz Stultz (39) CC
Richard B. Wampler (4)
1953
38.1% Participation
John K. Boitnott (6) CS
J. Willard Bowman (12) CC
J. H. Caricofe (30) HC, ED
Janet Eller Coman (6)
Elizabeth Beachy Fike CC
Edith Cosner Griªth (9)
Louie T. Hargett (46) PC, FS, ED
Donald R. Human (23) CS
Otis D. Kitchen (23) CC
Charlotte L. Kroh (4)
Margaret Simmons Mackay (9)
H. William Mason
Marion E. Mason (46) PC, WY, 
CC, ED
Betty Lou Fike Myers (5) PC
Lois May Rhodes (4) CC
William R. Ri®e
Helen Wine Shickel (46) CS
Charles H. Simmons (10)
Janet E. Smith (6) CC
Wayne E. Spangler (39) BT, CC
Dorothy Richardson Teates 
(25)
James E. Utterback Jr. (35)
1954
34.9% Participation
Chester L. Bowman (39)
Louise Roller Burtner (29) 
BT, JW, CC
Betty Na Caricofe (30) HC, ED
Doris ompson Carpenter 
(26)
Melba Melton Cline (39) FS, CC
omas Coman (15) CC
Betty Cook Costello (21)
Carolyn Garst Dinst (29) CC
Anne Spigle Garber (9)
Harold R. Landis (6)
John D. Layman (46)
Marian Sadd Layman (46)
Mary Lipscomb Ludwick 
(37) CC
Joan Myers Mason (46) PC, 
WY, CC, ED
Joyce DeBolt Miller (39)
S. Elizabeth Mason Moyers 
(21)
Lee B. Sheaer (6)
Patricia Myers Uhler (5)
Peggy Archibald Utterback 
(35)
J. Paul Wampler (46) PC, DF, CC
Priscilla Wakeman Wampler 
(46) PC, DF, CC
Harold R. Weybright (32) 
PC, CR, ED
Mary Hooker Weybright (32) 
PC, CR, ED
Mary Alice Phillips Womble 
(25)
Elizabeth Shaver Wray (24)
1955
38.3% Participation
Doris Niswander Albaugh (14) 
BT, FS, CC, ED
Shelvin L. Arey (4)
Gene D. Armstrong (45) CS, ED
Eleanor Lockridge Bowman 
(39)
Mary Ankrum Bowman (12) CC
Helen Patricia Richardson 
Creange (23)
Herschel R. Fike (10)
W. Wallace Hatcher (39) PC, 
DF, CC
James F. Hoak (2)
Franklin E. Human (11)
Barbara J. Kelly (4)
James A. King Jr. (6) FS, CC
Betty Halterman Kline (25) 
CS, ED
Frank W. Lambert Jr.
Charlsie Kirby Langford (10)
Peggy Moore Marks (39) ED
Eleanor Crist Mason
Janice K. Miller (5) ED
William S. Modisett (14)
Phoebe May Orebaugh (3)
John H. Riew (13)
E. Reiman Shober Jr. (9) BT
Mary Shull Simmons (3)
Fern Jenkins Washburn (3)
N. Paige Will (11) HC, FS, CC





Robert C. Bowman (7)
L. Clyde Carter Jr. (12) BT, DF, CC
Texie Bashor Doolittle (2)
Arlene Miller Fahnestock
Walter L. Flora (10)
Nora Bollinger Garman CC
Ray E. Glick (15) CC
Richard W. Graves (3)
Carolyn Harshbarger Gunter 
(2)
Jane Heishman Hare (22)
Weston A. Hare (22)
Jack W. Heintzleman
Dolores Heatwole Hoak (2)
Robert H. Hudson
P. Hampton Hylton (3) PC, 
CR, ED
T. Rodman Layman (32) CS, ED
H. Harold Lehman (39) CS, CR
Emil D. Lipscomb (5)
Peggy Purdy Mason (13) HC, CR
Shirley Pritchard McGrath (6)
Peggy Bower Metzger (33)
Janet Cook Mitchell (2)
Helen Wild Robinson (2)
Paul R. Rohart (4)
Jerold D. Shetler (8)
Arva V. Short (7) CS, ED
C. Ray Smith (39) CS
Mary Lou Outt Smith (2)
Carol Compton Spangler 
(39) BT, CC
Guy E. Wampler Jr. (23) HC
Carolyn Ikenberry Weaver (26)
Forest O. Wells (14) CC
1957
40% Participation
Alta Grant Bibb (14)
Donald W. Border (2)
James O. Bowman (36) PC, 
WY, CC, ED
Sylvia Kline Bowman (36) PC, 
WY, CC, ED
Rudolph A. Bush (39)
Joyce Hedrick Coiner
Ann Beahm Flora (39) PC
Grace Funkhouser Florence (3)
Barbara Furman Gro (21)
John S. Harman (12) CS, FS, ED
John C. Harshbarger Jr. CS, ED
Carolyn Lantz Hatcher (39) 
PC, DF, CC
Rebecca Bowman Helbert (11)
Orrin M. Kline Jr. (43) BT, ED
Beverly Wampler Lineweaver 
(3) FS, ED
Nancy Moore Link (12)
James O. Lohr (38) CC
John H. Mason (13) HC, CR
David L. Miller (10)
Larry S. Pence (15)
Richard M. Petre (10) CS, FS, 
CC, ED
Tracy Lam Pless ED
William Puenberger (3)
Richard W. Roller (16)
Phyllis Smith Sauey (25) CS
Albert L. Sauls (27) CS, FS, CC, ED
Helen Wright Shiet (2)
Ben F. Wade (44) HC, JW, CC, ED
Janice Wine Wade (44) HC, 
JW, CC, ED
Dale L. Wampler (41)
J. Marion Wampler (11)
Lillian Wimmer Wells (14) CC
1958
50.8% Participation
Daniel M. Birdsong (6) BT, ED
James A. Campbell
Linda Smith Camper (10) CS
Frederick L. Carter Jr. (2)
Nancy Crockett Carter (2)
Curtis P. Coman (13)
James R. Cooke Jr. (9)
Bernice Crockett Davenport 
(4)
Faye Byerly Davenport (40)
Norma Aist Diehl
Dennis R. Dixon (11)
Donald L. Do®emyer (10)
Donald E. Fancher (2)
William M. Florence (3)
Roma DeBolt Holloway (2)
Harold G. Hubbell
Dawn Spangler Jeries (5)
Edward F. Jeries Jr. (5)
Ressie Elick King (42)
Charles E. Kipps (10)
James I. Lambert (2)
William H. Littlepage (39)
Loretta Hartman Lohr (38) CC
John M. Miller (39) CS
Gladys Pster Moss (17)
Robert C. Moyers (9)
Max H. Myers (15)
Helen Womeldorf Neville (5)
F. Gary Osborne (39) CS, FS, 
CC, ED
Kitty Garber Puenberger (3)
Nancy Draper Rhea (5)
omas D. Rotruck (9) BT
Joyce Glover Shell (16) ED
Marvin L. Simmers (10)
Edgar B. Simmons Jr. (10) CS
Kenneth M. Smith (21)
Fred W. Swartz (14)
Marie Vest omas (10)
Martha Byerly Ware (36)
Bettie Ford White (4)




Mildred Wine Border (2)
John M. Bowman
Auburn A. Boyers
Patricia Wright Clough (15)
Marjorie Hare Coppock
Joanne Mullendore Coulson 
(22)
Ronald V. Cox (46) BT, JW, CC, ED
Violet Siron Cox (46) BT, JW, 
CC, ED
Stephen C. Davis (11)
C. Franklin Drumheller
William H. Drury (5)
Alumni by Class, continued
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Eleanor Human Fiegl-
Bartlett (6)
J. Rogers Fike CC
Ruth Holman Garrigan (30)
James S. Griªth (4)
Lavonne Ikenberry Grubb (39)
Mary Edith Lease Hallock
John H. Harshbarger (15) CS, ED
Cecil L. Haycock (10)
Loyce Guy Hayslett (2)
John E. Hutchison
Rogina Fifer Isaacs (19) ED
Joyce Boone Klein (39)
Mary Jo Sheets Mitchell (23)
Elaine Craun Newton (7)
Patricia Hundley Osisek (6)
Joseph M. Quesenberry (6)
Lois Human Quesenberry (6)
Jimmy R. Ross (4) CC
Glen E. Shirkey (2)
Janice Bryant Shober (24) ED
James G. Simmons (41) BT
Margaret Wampler omasson 
(3)
Louise Sayre Vakil (6)
D. Eugene Wampler (10) CR, 
CC, ED
Jerry M. Wampler (10)
J. Douglas Wenger (2)
Carlyle Whitelow (21) ED
Ruth Wichael Williams (38) ED
Reba K. Wood (20)
Lindsay C. Woolfolk Jr. (10)
1960
40% Participation
Alphus E. Arthur Jr. (3)
Joyce Whitacre Bohn (3)
Sue Burkholder Brown (4)
Travis D. Brown (4)
Iva Hylton Bukkila (8)
G. Forrest Collier Jr. (39)
Patricia Squires Compton (3)
Ralph O. Compton (11)
Fred A. Diehl (2) ED
David L. Duncan (3)
Robert M. Flora (3)
Dale L. Foster Sr. (21)
Carole Funk Gerhard (10)
John E. Glick Jr. (4) ED
Alfred W. Good (27)
Harold F. Good (13)
Naomi Lantz Good (19)
Kenneth R. Gra (5)
Edward N. Hallock
R. Lanier Halterman Jr. (7) CC
Barbara Hartman Hinegardner 
(21)
Darl W. Hinkle (6)
William R. Hood (6)
Donald R. Jordan (39)
Don P. Judy (11)
Peggy Wilkins King
William T. Kline (15) CS
A. Gene Knicely (2)
Willadeane Phibbs Myers* (15)
Wilmer B. Nolen (4)
Charles E. Pasley
Norma J. Peterson (39)
Leland F. Pittman (10) PC, ED
J. Richard Rader Jr. (17) CS, ED
Anne Murray Reid (37) HC, FS, CC
R. Coleman Reid* (37) HC, FS
Catherine Tusing Simmons 
(10) CS
Terry G. Slaubaugh (27)
Alma Sue Webster Sparks (16)
Shirley McCracken Spire
Jack L. Stapleton (3)
Barbara Cleary Wentz (7)
Ramona M. Whetzel (3)
Dorothy Jones Winter (37) ED
Mary Lou Appel Yelton
1961
42.7% Participation
Wanda Harmon Baker (3) 
HC, WY
Donald L. Banks (4) CS
Alan T. Blunt
D. Richard Bohn (3)
Eleanor Spangler Brogan (3)
Eleanor Muntzing Collins (20)
Larry C. Cooper
Walter W. Daggett (9)




Homer K. Dulaney (12)
C. Wayne Fike
E. Jean Wright Garst ED
Wayne C. Garst ED
Mary Jo Craun Glick (4) ED
Doris Lawson Harsh (39)
Deanna Higdon Hebb
Kurtz E. Hersch (10)
David L. Human (2) ED
Dolores Northrop Human
James D. Jordan (5)
Marjorie Corbin Kehoe (28)
Carolyn Bauserman Kneisly 
(39)
E. ornton Lam (3)
Iva Brubaker Lam (3)
David A. Layman (14) HC
Wayne M. Liskey (39) ED
Glenn W. Miller (16)
Robert L. Miller (2)
Gerald R. Mills (5)
Jo Ann Jones Newman (23)
David H. Osborne (27) BT
Janice Long Pence
John W. Rader (3)
James A. Reedy (18)
Bonnie Williams Ruger (13)
Lester N. Saunders Jr. (15)
Jean Harden Simmons (41) BT
E. Duward Starkey
omas P. Vames (2)
Jane Jarrels Wenger (3)
Janet Estep Whetzel (17) CC
Joseph A. Whitmore Jr. (39)
Lois Bowman Whitmore (39)
John A. Wiggs (10)
B. Joseph Zimmerman (20)
1962
19.2% Participation
William H. Aiken Jr. (21) PC, 
CR, ED
Judith Miller Allen (35) HC, 
CR, ED
James E. Beahm (39)
Janet Human Bollinger
A. Edward Burgess (25) BT, 
CC, ED
Richard E. Cocklin (9) ED
R. Paul Davis (20) PC, FS, ED
Donald F. Dixon (25)
Iva Speicher Dixon (25)
Barbara Lindstrom Eanes 
(16) ED
Norman W. Felty (20) ED
Charles O. Flick Jr.
Yancey W. Ford Jr. (28) PC, JW, CC
Alice Ebersole Geiman ED
Howard R. Hammond (2) ED
Larry T. Hull (9) HC, ED
Ronald Kershner (5) CC, ED
Elbert W. Kinzie (46) ED
Robert S. Klein (39)
Sharon Lawrence Kline (4) 
CS, ED
Carole Tanner Landes ED
Rebecca Zinn Liskey (39) ED
Helen Shuey Marshall (7) ED
Mary Speicher Rader (3)
James E. Reid (9) CC
Bonnie Forrer Rhodes (6) HC, CR
Harry I. Rinehart Jr. (12) ED
Robert L. Schall (2)
Barbara J. Scruggs (23) ED
Valerie Ashmore Sylvester (3)
Susan Petellat Tury (11) ED




Dudley C. Aist Jr.
Laird C. Arey
Peggy Stanford Bishop (27)
Joyce Fogle Bohn (46) ED
David L. Bollinger
Richard F. Bower (15) ED
Janet L. Bowman (44) ED
Kenneth D. Bowman (10) 
PC, JW
Betty Rickman Davis (20) 
PC, FS, ED
Joyce Myers Fike
Henrietta Kiracofe Fralin 
(23) ED
R. omas Fralin Jr. (23) ED
John C. Garber (39) BT, ED
Mitchell W. Holsinger (10) 
CS, ED
Douglas M. Jones (14) BT, ED
Ralph L. Kline ED
Don A. Landes ED
James A. Longenecker ED
Ernest D. May (44) CS
Rebecca Beech May (44) CS
Jane Meadows (29) CS
Carol Zimmerman Miller
Betty Glover Mistr (13) HC, ED
Ernest N. Mistr (13) HC, ED
Wayne S. Mitchell (10) ED
William C. Moyers (16)
Wilfred E. Nolen (39) PC, JW, 
CC, ED
James H. Ott ED
Mandy Dixon Pence (15)
Richard E. Phillips (42) ED
Harriet Flora Rader (17) CS, ED
Joann Painter Reid (9) CC
F. Edward Sanders (5)
Lois Walbridge Schall (2)
Ann Anderson Scott (11) ED
Norman K. Sulser (21) CS, ED
Stuart R. Suter (21) PC, FS, ED
Paul P. Vames (39) CS, ED
James C. Wood (9) BT, ED






Arlie J. Botkin Jr. (2) ED
Delmer G. Botkin (10) CS, ED
J. Robert Branner (2) CS, ED
Robert E. Burgess Jr. (22)
omas H. Byerly ED
Donna J. Carr (10) BT, ED
Susan Frantz Clark (39) HC, ED
James M. Crumpacker Jr. (3)
Harold N. Devilbiss Jr. (5)
Harold Z. Ebersole (15)
Stuart G. Fears Jr. (22)
Stuart E. Hallett Jr.
Judy Nolen Henneberger (39) 
HC, FS, ED
Dale L. Hollen
Lanny W. Holsinger (3)
Larry R. Human (3) ED
J. Wayne Judd (4) ED
G. Stephen King (25)
Lillian Preddy Kinzie (46) ED
Janna DePriest Kratz (3)
Vivian Stone Longenecker ED
Alice Homan MacPhail (39)
Letitia Teets Maye (3) CS, ED
Shirley Phillips Miller CC
Jane Miller Muntain (3) CS, ED
K. Wayne Muntain (3) CS, ED
Daniel J. Myers ED
Mark E. Myers Jr. (10) HC, ED
Paul V. Phibbs Jr. (26) CS, ED
Eileen Esworthy Phillips 
(42) ED
Catherine Page Raphael (4)
William A. Sar (39) CS, ED
Carolyn Fifer Seilhamer (3) 
CS, ED
Larry C. Seilhamer (3) CS, ED
Jane E. Sutherland (17)
Donna Spitler Swartz (13) ED
Julia Fitzwater Swope (22)
Nelson R. Waldrop (10)
Carolyn Petcher Wiles ED
Charles M. Williams Jr. (10)
Marba Hart Wojcicki (4) ED
1965
15.8% Participation
Carlton R. Allender Jr.
Ann Weyant Baker ED
James H. Benson Sr. (4) HC, ED
Beverly Wallich Blatchford 
HC, ED
Sue Grove Botkin (10) CS, ED
Susan Gray Browder (6)
Richard A. Clark II (2)
Allan R. Cole PC, ED
Mary Jean Simpson Cole PC, ED
D. Miller Davis (27) ED
Mary Coman Early (28) PC, ED
Chadwick J. Edwards (5) ED
Wanda Randall Ferrell (13) ED
W. Stuart Fleishman (13)
Leland W. Flora
David L. Fondelier (10)
John W. Glick (2) ED
Patricia Kline Grady CS, ED
Danielle Le Go Greene ED
W. Andrew Griªth CS, ED
Vicky Nichols Guenther (4) ED
Suetta Sulser Harrison (2) ED
Dorothy Schmoyer 
Harshbarger (15) CS, ED
Judith Hayslett Hatcher (3) ED
Ralph W. Hicks (3) CS, ED
Mary L. Hobbs (12) ED
Shirley Long Hollen
Brenda Campbell Hou (13)
Richard J. Ikenberry
C. David Jones (6) ED
Susann Long Jones (6) ED
Virgil R. Klepper ED
Wayne A. Latham (5)
Ellen K. Layman (30) CS, ED
Brenda Deyerle Lipscomb (2) 
CS, CC, ED
Ralph C. MacPhail Jr. (39)
James A. Maye (3) CS, ED
Reba Walker McBride ED
Richard S. McGuªn HC, ED
Nathan H. Miller (6) PC, JW, 
CC, ED
Donald R. Myers
Robert L. Nida (2) CS, ED
Robert H. Patterson (39) BT, ED
Sue Miller Patterson (39) BT, ED
Marion L. Powell (4)
James S. Replogle (7) HC, ED
Dorothy Gosnell Saville (35) ED
Charles H. Scott (20) CS, ED
Roger M. Seale (12) ED
Garold W. Senger Jr. (2)
Douglas G. Shear PC, ED
Phillip C. Stone (35) HC, DF, 
CC, ED
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Jacqueline Berlin Stoops 
(20) ED
Charles E. Strickler
Carolyn Puenbarger Stroop 
(13)
W. Rothwell Switzer (2)
Loyal H. Vanderveer (10) ED
Suzanna Weimer Vanderveer 
(10) ED
D. Samuel Wampler ED
Rebecca A. Weeks ED
Mabel Lou Wakeman Weiss 
(39) HC, ED
Rebecca Warner Wenger (2) ED
Larry H. White (6) BT, ED
Daniel H. Williams ED
Phyllis Clower Wilson (5) ED
Robert A. Wolfe (50)
Edward M. Young ED
Richard E. Zimmerman




Mary Ann Portereld 
Angleberger (5) ED
Robert E. Baker ED
T. Kenneth Brady (25)
Joseph S. Browder (10)
Diane V. Brown (18) HC, ED
Donald R. Brown (39) CR
Jean Crumpacker Brown 
(39) CR
Clyde E. Clark (2)
Julia Ross Clark (2)
Nancy Flora Crumpacker (3)
Anne Myers Dellinger (12)
William F. Duke Jr. (7)
William S. Earhart (46) PC, FS, ED
John P. Erb Sr. (8)
V. Lee Foltz PC, CR, ED
Samuel C. Foster (5)
Michael A. Gardner (39) CC, ED
Nelson W. Good (28) ED
Paul L. Hatcher (3) ED
Mary Frances Heishman (7) 
CS, ED
Bingham W. Higgins (5) CC
Helen L. Human
Yvonne E. Kauman (4)
H. Jacob Koch III (2) ED
Lucretia Miller Lane (4) PC, ED
Mary Lantz Maiden (5)
Jerry W. Martin CS, ED
B. Darrow McLauchlin PC, ED
William H. Mock (13)
Delores A. Morris (9)
Hubert C. Roop Jr. (15) BT, ED
Elizabeth Frank Sar (39) CS, ED
Cynthia Craig Shear PC, ED
Charles L. Shipp (5) CS, ED
Cherrill Kline Stone (35) HC, 
DF, CC, ED
Catherine Crist Strickler
Lila E. Williams (44) CC
Linda Simmons Williams ED
Susan Squires Wilson (2)
Davene McKee Wolfe (50)
1967
31% Participation
Bonita Miller Anderson (37)
omas H. Anderson (37)
Edward F. Arnett (39) CS, ED
John A. Baden III (2)
Kathy Kevill Batkin (9)
Jaquelin Green Bradford 
(20) ED
Moses H. W. Chan CS
Sandra M. Chase (3)
Mensel D. Dean Jr. (39) PC, 
FS, ED
Dixie S. Elmes (26)
omas B. Erickson (16)
Donna Spitler Fields (10)
Sarah Garber Foltz PC, CR, ED
Donald C. Gourley (6)
Marian L. Gundlach (11)
Eugene D. Hart Jr. (2)
Lynn Clark Heatwole (3)
Ray L. Heatwole (3)
Linda J. Holland (8) ED
David E. Hou II (13)
J. Michael Jacobs (14) CS, ED
Jean Kingsbury Jacobs (14) 
CS, ED
Christopher Lydle (13)
elma Esworthy Lydle (13)
James W. McDaniel (9)
Eileen Short McGrath (10)
Frances Schwaninger Morse 
(2)
David A. Penrod (11) CS
Harry E. Poling (2)
Barbara J. Purkey (18) ED
Nancy L. Rittenhouse (39) 
CC, ED
Linda Ikenberry Shiotani (18)
Georgia A. Snell CS
Jacqueline Wells Spicer (6)
Guy B. Stull Jr. (3)
Carolyn Wright Sturgill (37)
Richard J. ri« (7)
Dean L. Weber (6)
Linda Knight Wilson (4) CS, ED
Charles J. Wright (2)
Jeanne Bolt Wright (2)
Frederick W. Zimmerman 
(6) CS, ED





Bruce W. Barlow ED
Carolyn Hupman Beach (3) CS
Ann Foster Brown (47)
Anne W. Carver (39)
David E. Coman (38) CS, ED
Joanne Forry Combs (3)
Galen G. Craun Jr. (21) FS, ED
Betty Bryan Dove (28)
Karen Harman Ewing (6) ED
Cheryl Lackey Fairchilds 
(31) ED
J. Vern Fairchilds Jr. (31) ED
Patricia Shipe Fisher (10)
William C. Forrest (5)
E. Edward Froehlich Jr. (11)
Douglas M. Graves (48)
Susan Craun Gray (7)
Michael D. Guinn
Ruth Nelson Hannum (15)
Joseph S. Harter (11)
Dean L. Hauptman (10)
Barbara Martin High
Fredrick G. Hutchison Jr.
Linda Kyle Ibex (6)
Lynwood B. Jenkins (10)
Mary Ann Hartman Johnson 
(10) CS
Bev Marcum (2)
Richard L. Masincup (16)
eodore McGann Jr. (7) PC, ED
P. Clinton Midki (4)
Carolene Grossnickle Perry
Ann Mabe Poling (2)
Marjorie Miller Poling (4)
John J. Pribanic (7)
Lynn Flory Riner (35)
Emory R. Rodgers (27)
Edwin C. Savedge Jr. (10)
Robert J. Schwenk
Judith Lewis Shuey (2)
Doris Meyer Tobias (3) CS
Sandra Derr Trout (8)
James E. Upperman (15)
James H. Walsh (13) HC, FS, ED
Janice Ausherman Walsh (13) 
HC, FS, ED
Joyce Grove Wampler (33)
James L. Wilkerson (39) HC, JW
Sally Tabb Wilkerson (39) 
HC, JW




Robert E. Alley (2)
Nina Miller Arnett (39) CS, ED
Ina Fitzwater Baker (16)
Martha Stover Barlow ED
G. omas Brown Jr. (47)
Cameron H. Craig
Lois Schubel Culhane
Diane Miller Deobis (6)
Karen Muntain Dize (43)
Joseph P. Dudash (12)
F. C. “Tina” Egge (35)
Abraham J. Evans (4)
Janet De Rossi Fike (19)
Carolyn Crumpacker Gardner 
(39) CC, ED
Steven M. Gilner (19) PC, CR, CC
Bruce K. Hart (10)
Gary I. Hottle (4)
Judith M. Kavanaugh-Minnick 
(3)
J. David Kessler (5)
Judith Gresham Koch (2) ED
Charles L. Mason (18) CS
J. Gregory Matthews III (2)
Michael E. McDonald (18) CS
Barry E. Myers (2) CS
Edward L. Poling (4)
Jean Buckner Pryor (13)
C. Andrew Ramstetter Jr. (4)
Patricia Homick Reichers (9)
Judith Duer Roop (15) BT, ED
Susan Monger Shi®ett (2) 
BT, ED
eodore G. Shuey Jr.
Claude R. Simmons III (2) ED
James Sturgill II (37)
Teresa Bigelow Telles
Michael P. Trout (8)
Pamela Sullivan Upperman 
(15)
E. Marie Van Meter (10)
Virginia Anson von Behr (10)
M. Terry Westhafer (8) CS
Gene Ridder White (4) CC
Joanne Lehman Williams (5)
1970
28% Participation
Ellen Byerly Adams (2)
Robert L. Altic Jr. (36)
Linda Fleishman Barnett (4)
Carolyn Evers Baugher (4)
Sandra Hepner Cash (36)
Arlene Morris Chase (24) CR
Jane Wilhide Coman (3)
Cheryl Petcher Collins CS, ED
Bettie L. Compton
Joy Lilley Davis (33)
Lynne Wright Engberg (3)
Mary Beth Myers Flory (39) ED
eodore W. Flory (39) ED
C. Roderick Gehr (39)
Herb Gordon
Jeannette R. Halpin
Stephen L. Hollinger (6) BT
Jesse E. Hopkins Jr. (44) BT, 
CR, CC, ED
John T. Hopkins (3)
Priscilla Babbs Hopkins (3)
Karol Long Hottle (39) BT
Nancy Milstead Hottle (4)
Ronald E. Hottle (39) BT
Brian D. Kennedy (3) CC, ED
J. Garland Kinzie (39)
Sharon Lineweaver Kiracofe 
(2)
Dana K. Law Jr. (25) CS, ED
Karen Ryder Lee (11)
Melvin D. Lee (11)
Gaynell Beaver Loder
Dale E. MacAllister
Pamela Olesiuk Manzolini (2)
William N. Marshall
H. Nelson McConnell (3)
Darlene Smith Meyers (10)
Wayne W. Miller (4)
J. Robert Moore (7)
Benjamin C. Myers (15)
Jeanne Burroughs Myers (10)
Lynn N. Myers (39) CS, ED
Michael L. Newman (5)
Paul G. O’Connor (6)
C. Barry Ptzner (35)
Tracy L. Phillips (21) CS
Mary Christian Queen (3)
Elaine Murray Reubush (18) ED
William G. Ryan (15)
Sally Santonastaso Treonze
Dennis A. Turner (2)
Frederick A. Wampler (33)
Dennis M. Woolfrey (7)
Rebecca Hershey Woolfrey (7)
Karen Adams Wyrick (10)
Ronald E. Wyrick (10)
Michael H. Zwicke (17)
1971
19.6% Participation
Barbara Turnham Armbruster 
(5) CC, ED
C. Edward Armbruster Jr. 
(5) CC, ED
Martha Phillippe Black (10)
David L. Bowman
Larry M. Carpenter (12)
Kaye Foster Cline (3)
Patricia Hollen Collins (2)
Richard E. Fawley (15)
Marshall L. Flora Jr.
Donna Wine Forbes (9)
Millson S. French Jr. (2)
Charlene L. Good (2)
Galen S. Heisey (6) CS
Susan Hemeway Hertz (4)
Rufus C. Human (39) CS, CC




J. Gregory Lam (25)
Joanne De Rossi Lam (25)
Georgia E. Lamb (18)
Lorraine Bittinger Lineweaver 
(4)
Jacqueline Ryder Livesay (15)
Marcia Carter Mason (18) CS
Douglas R. Myers (10)
Robert W. Nock (10)
Margaret Coman Oliver 
(23) ED
Linda Morgan Payne (25) CS
Joyce K. Pellam (5)
Carol McMurtrie Phillips 
(21) CS
H. Roller Shipplett Jr. (15) CS
Jerry Johnson Shipplett (15) CS
J. Susanne Schramm Simmons 
(2) ED
Michaele omas Stooke (39)
John H. Swartz (4)
John R. Swartz (15)
Webb Booker omas
Nancy Woodward ompson 
(4)
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* Deceased 
1880 SOCIETY— PC  President’s Club; HC Heritage Club; BT Bell Tower Club; CS Cornerstone Club  LIFETIME GIVING— RS Renaissance Society; DF Daniel C. Flory Society; 
WY Walter B. Yount Society; JW John W. Wayland Society; FS Founders Society; CR Chairman’s Circle  CODICIL CLUB— CC  ENDOWMENT DONOR—ED
Mary Kathryn Mason Tilgner 
(10) ED
Linda Sue Whitmore (9)
1972
16.1% Participation
Sharon Hancock Bohrer (12)
Bruce W. Bowen (16) CS
Mark A. Bowman
Roger G. Brookes III (3)
Cheryl Ann Chalmers (39) ED
Georey L. Chase (24) CR
Susan Lerch Clague (10)
Dennis G. Doherty (15)
Janet Hollinger Doherty (15)
Ellie Hodge Draper (39) CS
Allen D. Ervin (3) HC
Douglas W. Fears (10)
David A. Fike (19)
John T. Friel (2)
Eric R. Gehr (15)
Gregory W. Geisert (39)
W. Dale Hou (39) CS, ED
J. Craig Jacobs Sr.
Joyce Hargett King (5)
John C. Koebert (2)
Deborah Dandridge Kyles (5)
Michael K. Kyles (5)
Layton Evans Manus (13)
Eloise Binford Marrs (4)
Carol Rapp McDonald (18) CS
Jo Ann Cahall Miller (4)
Ernest R. Ne (17) PC, ED
Sue Ellen Myers Polise (10)
J. Pendleton Rucker
Mary Teets Shepherd (4)
Karen Hershey Spessard (9)
Eric C. Vore (3)
Gary E. Walter (5)
Stephen B. Wampler (19)
Sandra J. Wenger




Kathryn E. Albright (5)
Sally Hardwick Armstrong (4)
Glenn R. Barnhart (2) CS, FS
Steven K. Beckner (16)
Regina Kulzer Blok
Susan Kutz Bowen (16) CS
Edward E. Clark Jr. (4)
omas G. Durrer
Meredith C. Egge
Janean Sullivan Fawley (15)
Bradley K. Geisert (28)
Ellen Hottle Geisert (28)
G. William Harper III (19) CS
Mary Bert Hawkins (3)
Beth J. Hershner (2)
James A. Hulvey (32)
Lizabeth Calloway Judy (4)
Stephen W. Judy (4)
Shelley Glick Lingamfelter (4)
Marilyn Shrum Lockhart (7)
Carolyn French Long (2)
omas W. Long (4)
Dana Smith Meriweather
Nina Buchanan Peters (2)
Eleanor Warren Reed (27)
Sherrill Michaelson Robinson 
(2)
Clarice A. Runkles (37)
Maggie Fleming Smallwood 
(2)
J. Douglas Smith (35) HC, CR, 
CC, ED
P. David Trout (9)
Joni Walton Truscott (23)
Laura Connell Wurzer (10)
Karen Rogers Zehr (2)
1974
16.7% Participation
G. Steven Agee (34) PC, FS, CC, ED
Karen Feaga Balderson (6)
Mark E. Bollinger (12)
Deborah Ferguson Bowman 
(35)
Miles S. Bowman (35)
Richard A. Claybrook Jr. 
(39) ED
Lawrence D. Czarda
Ronald M. Eamich (2)
Bruce W. Fears (10) HC
David E. Flora Jr. (4) CS, ED
F. Kimball Hahn (19)
Jerey P. Heppard (40) CS
Lester B. Hershey Jr. (6)
Robert B. Journell (4)
Rhonda Rhoda Kane
J. Allen Layman (19) PC, FS
Stephen O. Mason (39) CS, CC, ED
Lawrence W. Miller (35) CS, ED
Eric E. Mills
Montague Black Painter (7)
Douglas A. Petcher (10)
M. Charles Queen Jr. (3)
E. Laron Rash Jr.
Geraldine Garber Rigney
Martin T. Smith Jr. (2)
Susan Kowalesky Stevens (15)
Marion F. Trumbo (9)
Phyllis J. Wine (10)
1975
21.2% Participation
Ann Miller Andrus (10)
Beverly ompson Armbruster 
(40) CS, ED




Pulimootil P. Cherian (3)
Allen M. Clague III (10)
Anne Gilmore Decker
T. William Dillon Jr. (30)
Diane Sackett Fike (12) CS, ED
Margaret Miciotto Flickinger 
(5)
Philip E. Flory CS
Jennifer Kidd Follett (4)
Janet Williams Frye (10)
Randy R. Fullerton
Carol Walbridge Goss (3)
Rebecca Phillippe Hamill 
(4) ED
J. Samuel Hartman (4)
Linda K. Hawbaker (35)
Deborah L. Hixon CS, ED
James R. Holsinger Jr.
Nancy R. Hopkins-Garriss (7)
Lawrence M. Johnson (31) CS
Dean G. Kinley
Nancy Yesis Long (4)
Robert W. Masincup (2) ED
Leslie Flora Meek (2) ED
Sherry Stitt Miller (11) ED
Robert R. Newlen (4)
Tanya K. Nitterhouse (2)
Lou B. Noel
Linda Brown Palmer (3)
David R. Radcli
Martin F. Schlaeppi (3)
Allen F. Schwender (2)
Betsy Burkhardt Sharrett (3)
Ronald B. Simms (8)
Chris W. Sizemore (11)
Joy Barnett Stacy (2)
Donna Price Walker (35) HC, CC






Robert S. Bowers (8)
A. Fontaine Canada (18)
Ann Crumley Cherian (3)
Andrea Steppe Collins (4)
David W. Didawick (2)
Bruce H. Elliott (9) BT, ED
Rodney S. Fike (12) CS, ED
Barbara Fansler Gardner (6)
Steven E. Gardner (7) CS, ED
Marsha Richardson Hahn (29)
Dawn L. Harrington (37)
Virginia Martin Hayslip (2) ED
Dena Hixon CS
David C. Human (5)
Karen Burkholder Human 
(19)
J. Jerey Lunsford (13)
Kathy Walters Mackin
Alan L. Marshall (14)
C. Stewart Mason
Elizabeth A. Mumper (4) CS
Rowena Fike Myers (4)
Robert J. Palmer (3)
Nancy Harker Roscher (5)
Elizabeth Painter Smith (35) 
HC, CR, CC, ED
Reginald S. Smith (2)
Julia Dean Umbel
Robyn Tritt Wampler (38)
Barbara Jo Warner (15)
George J. Willi




Bonita Hateld Adams (2)
Sandra M. Bahr (17)
E. Rush Barnett (12) CS
Charlotte Beahm Bear (16) ED
Ellen Sommer Beckwith
Karen L. Blunk (4)
J. Russell Bruner (6) HC
Martha Jones Canada (18)
Cynthia Finley Didawick (2)
Dale Birkle Dreer (2)
Stephen V. Early
Jean Miller Fallon (10)
John D. Fleishman
E. LeRoy Foerster Jr. (6)
Sue Burkholder Garst
Jerey J. Gianakos (2)
Kathy A. Gingrich (14)
Raylene Ballard Grazer (5)
Zanette Showker Hahn CS, CC
John M. Hoover (2)
Susan Hacker Human (5)
David G. Hundley (5)
Diane Tuck Kidd (2) ED
Michael A. Kidd (2) ED
Margaret Mengebier Kyger
William B. Kyger Jr.
Pamela Reklis Mason
Jerey McCartney (17)
E. Dustyn Miller (11) ED
Jeannie L. Miller ED
Scott D. Moore
James R. Ohler (9)
Susan Billhimer Phillips (14)
Sally Draper Poole (10)
Judith Shivers Raphel (3)
Merlin T. Reish (5)
Margarita S. Rice (26)
Michael G. Roach (13)
Christine Munn Robitaille (3)
Larry W. Shank (2) HC, ED
Katherine L. Simmons (15)
Carolyn Switzer Stevens (6)
Michael J. Stevens (6)
M. Jeries Stickley (13)
Raymond W. Studwell II (5)





Debra Moyer Allen (10) CS, ED
Tina Morgan Barnett (12) CS
W. Keith Brower Jr. (4)
Sandra Mason Cable (3) CR, ED
Bonnie Kline Cheshire (17)
Delise Brown Davenport
Andrew R. Durdock (9)
T. Michael Fallon (10)
Joy Fisher Flickinger (38)
Allen P. Flora (31) CS, ED
Denise Lovelace Flora (31) 
CS, ED
Mary Jo Flory-Steury (10) ED
Frances Webb Ford (12)
Leighanne Parkins Franklin 
(13)
C. Edward Gibbs Jr. (4)
Hope Harmon Hickman (37) 
PC, CR
Tod A. Hildebrand (3)
Beth Grove Kelly (27)
Aubrey L. Knight (4)
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Esther Elswick Knight (4)
Mary Beth Baughman Lambert 
(37)
Sherri Bolen Lapp (20)
Russell Laub (4)
Debra Hollyday Link
Timothy R. Martin (21)
John D. McCurdy Jr.
John R. Milleson (37) ED
Deborah E. Morris-Good (4)
Donna E. Nichols (3)
Martha Teets Reish (5)
James H. Ritchie Jr. (13)
Doris W. Scott
Patricia Rohrer Wagner
Anita Hall Waters (13) ED
W. Craig Waters (13) ED
Kathy Moss Webb (5)




R. Ted Barker (37) CS, CC
John A. Bowman (7)
Pamela Sexton Brady (2)
Michael W. Church (32)
Gerald P. Baile Crouse (7)
Karen Kline Fleishman
Rebecca Mekeel Harding* CS
Robert T. Hargett
Lawrence A. Hawkey (15)
Janet Schwartz Light
Suzanne Artz Loveland (12)
Jonathan D. W. Lyle (11) CS, ED
George L. Mason (35)
Ellen Burkholder Miller (39) 
CS, ED
Kathy Kline Miller
Robert R. Miller (7) ED
Kay Spitzer Morrison (7)
Linda Detwiler Pankey (2)
Beth Vaccaro Pease
R. Jerey Postans (12) CS
Keith F. Shank ED
Jeery K. Sheer (9)
Edward L. Staudt
Catherine G. Stivers
Susan Crowe reewitts (3)
Gregory L. Via
Paul N. Wareld (7)
1980
16.1% Participation
Richard H. Beech (35)
Clois Walton Bell (10)
Robert C. Brockman (15) BT
Douglas L. Brown (9)
Audrey Puckett Church (32)
Tony R. Davenport
Carolyn Phillips Erbaugh (2)
Joe C. Freeland
Carolyn J. Haag
Leland D. Harding CS
Beth Via Hawkey (15)
David W. Hepner Sr.
Rebecca Long Jackson (10)
Chris A. Lumsden HC, ED
Linda Smith Lumsden HC, ED
Diane Lacklen McCurdy
Alan L. Miller (9) CS, ED
Terri Gladwell Miller (7) ED
Nancy Smith Mohlmann 
(24) ED
Neal M. Mohlmann (8) ED
Kenneth W. Roller
Belle A. Scheibner (2)
Debra Link Sheer (10)
David D. Shetler (3)
Catherine Slusher (2)
William M. Sydnor Jr. (4)
Keith L. Wampler (28)
Jean Willi (9) HC
Karen Sanger Willi






Cheryl Verjinski Brower (4)
Kenneth W. Cox
Stephen D. Cox (6)
John J. Early
W. Scott Fauber (29)
Alison Hockman Freeland
Mary Glick Garber CS
Michael G. Hunt
Jerey A. Jones (15) CS
Michael R. Jones
Curtis L. Kendall (6)
Susan Stickley Mallon (4)
Elizabeth Reeves McFarland
R. Bryan Meekins Jr.
Alice Hopkins Puckett (13)
Judy Miller Rees (9)
Gladys Akers Remnant (33)
Julia Gro Richard
Nancy Taylor Sorrells (14)
P. Terry Suter
William E. Tarry Jr. (4)
Gregory L. Tewalt (23) CS
Robert E. urston (15)
Carol Bowman Weaver (10) ED
Kristin E. Whitehurst (32)
Cindy Horne Willis (7)
Kathy G. Wright (16) BT, ED
1982
11% Participation
Lesley Swart Aschenbach (5)
Robin Kreher Brown (23)
Veatta Deal-Berry (10) BT
William R. Dickerman (9)
Ruth Griªth Dotson
Daniel S. FitzGerald BT
Freda Bowman Givens (10)
Roderick L. Johnson (6)
Sherrie Hannah Johnson




Mark F. Puckett (13)
omas W. Richard
J. James Spinelli Jr. (25)
Patricia Morehead Tarry (4)
Jennifer Gregory roop (6)
G. Benjamin Wampler (29) 
PC, CR
Jeannine Lemon Wampler (28)




Robert B. Arritt Jr. (3)
Catherine Harlow Best
J. David Clatterbuck (9)
Joan Lawrence Daggett
Curtiss M. Dudley (32)
Kimberly A. Kirkwood (15)
Erik K. Kloster (3) BT
Deborah Litten Litten (17)
Rodney E. Mason (15) CC
Marceline Sours Miller
Richard P. Morgan
Wanda Y. Morris (3)
Sharon Lambert O’Connell 
(2) CS
Patrick H. Paul
Warren D. Saunders Jr.
Robert I. Stolzman (30) PC, FS
1984
18.8% Participation
William E. Abshire (8)
Andrew B. Agee (4)
Martha Kline Allen
Rebecca Haines Ardis (22)
Mark E. Aschenbach (5)
Lisa Good Bailey
Joseph J. Best
Dale O. Bowman (10) ED
Kevin W. Daggett
Michael D. Del Giudice CS
Hal Du Jr. (10) BT
Mark A. Echard
John H. Garber
Donna Taylor Gaver (13) PC, CR
Kenneth I. Henson (30)
John R. Hipps (30) CR, ED
William S. Hudson Jr. (27)
Gregory W. Keeler (18) CS
Tony W. Kelly
Dennis M. Lundblad
Michelle Lovegrove McBryde 
(4)
Tamara L. McCray (6)
Stephanie Bishop McFadden
Mary Ellen Houser McVey (11)
Connie Reeves Minnick (13)






David S. Shickel (3)
M. Kyle Smith (2)
Wayne S. Suydam Jr.




Douglas A. Allison III (3)
Wendy Anderson Bryant (4)
J. R. Cannaday (4)
Barret V. Cox (4)
Karen Chestnut Cox (4)
Susan Perdue Du (10) BT
Troy M. Glembot (4) BT
Andrea Switzer Hobbs (4)
Keith T. Howard (6)
Laura A. Kaylor (3)
Philip C. Kyger (5)
Sonny G. Lasam (2)
Mark G. Luiggi (2) ED
Jerey W. Mathews (4)
Sarah Rader McClure
David W. Minnich (5)
James A. Nichols II (2)
Sean R. O’Connell (2) CS
Charles D. Price
Jimmie L. Ritchie Jr.
Natalie Montgomery Rohaley
Ashley B. Smith (2) CS
Philip T. Spickler (10)
Sara Smith Staton (2)
William V. Sutton (2)
Sherrie K. Wampler (29) PC, CR




Jennifer Surbaugh Burkholder 
(5)
Pamela Wampler Butler (11)
T. Marshall Butler Jr. (11)
Bradley E. Cox (21) CS, ED
Susan Shaer Cox (21) CS, ED
Sheila Scott Cramer
Duane W. Dinkel (3)
Sandra Walbridge Faw (27)
Robert C. Ferguson (5)
Kelly Ross Garber
Bradley S. Hallock (6) CS
Karla McCray Hallock (6) CS
Cynthia K. Howdyshell-Shull 
(21)
Craig R. Johnson
Jerry Anne ompson Kines 
(29)
Diane L. Krahe (5) ED
Carol Griªth Miller
Ronald J. Staton (2)
Scott T. Stinnett (3)
J. Douglas Trollinger III
Dewey M. Williard (25)
1987
11.6% Participation
Glenn E. Bollinger (11)
Pamela A. Bucklinger (5)
Alan B. Church (14)
C. Alan Cramer
Barry O. Davis (2)
Lisa Stolzman Estep
Beth Strohmayer Gamble (4) CS
Randall P. Harris
Lea Mundy Keenan
Lisa Davis Lasam (2)
Susan J. Lohr
Teshome Molalenge (6)
Susan Green Parker (2)
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Jerey L. Poole (2)
Ann Ringgold Rainard (8)
Tammy Human Shomo (18)
Kathryn Wampler Stone (4)
Phillip C. Stone Jr. (4)
1988
11.9% Participation
Alan E. Borgwardt (26) CS
Elisabeth Mills Borgwardt 
(26) CS
Gary N. Clark
James D. DeLucas Jr. (25) CS
Vaniene Hudgins DeLucas 
(25) CS
James A. Estep
Mary Beth ompson Foltz 
(2)
Dawn Garnand Geesaman
J. Mark Griªn (2)
Lavonne Bowman Harner 
(21) ED
Rhonda Ritchie Harris
Peggy Neher Jenkins (2)
Debbie Garber Landes (2) ED
Barbara Hottle Long (15)




Randolph H. Shomo (18)
John K. Spencer Jr. (11)
Keith M. West
Ramsey W. Yeatts (25)
1989
11.5% Participation
Margaret E. Arnold (2)
E. Scott Dovel (9)
Sheila Grant Erhardt (4)




Renea Ritchie Harlow (2)
Leslie E. Mohler (14)
H. Hunter Nuckols (3)
Patrick S. Shiet (2)
Sabrina Dolly Shiett
Carmen Mowery Silvious
Matthew I. Smith (21) CS
David S. Swisher
Karen Reeves Wade (3)
Denise R. Walden





Suzanne Schall Bowdle (18)
E. Todd DeBerry
LeAnna Sheets Fifer (11)
Amy Fouts-Wampler (8)
Carol Daugherty Guthrie (2)
Frankie J. Lezotte
Sheila Reed McKay (2)
Fonda Harlow Morris
Margaret Coxon Nuckols (3)
Jerey J. Riddleberger (5)
Alberta Coman Smith (8)
Debra Burch Spencer (11)










D. Cory Adamson (6) PC, ED
Shonda Arnett Asaad (4) CS
Lulu Zhu Barfoot (14)
William R. Barksdale III (4)
Benjamin G. Beach (11)
Pattiann Dzikowicz Beach (11)
Laura L. Bowling (10)
David S. Carroll
Sally Jane Conner (25)
Kristin Cossairt DeBerry
Billie Shay Hartman DeVooght
Melody Derrow Hinkle (12)
Lara Leahman Hoke (5)
S. Renee Hoover (3)
Tina Hicks Johnson (5)
William M. Johnson (5)
Quentin A. Jones (2)
Lowell R. Layman (2)
Lea Mason Lezotte
Kelly S. Manley (5)
Lynette Roberson Minnich (5)
Jeery E. Moyer (2)
Gregory W. Moyers (13)
Timothy A. Nicely (2)
David M. Nicholas (13)




Bridget Ritter Burns (2)
Jerey W. Carter (20) BT, ED
Darla Kay Bowman Deardor 
(8) ED
Leanne Griªth Deitz (10) ED
Derek Q. Hodge
Anne E. Holloway-Lundy (7)
Michael C. Jones (3)
Nicolle Broughton Jones (2)
Kevin A. Lee (3) ED
Craig S. Lyle (2)
Tammie L. Moses (2)
Bradley J. Moyers (14)
Rebecca Morris Nicely (2)
Shawn Flory Replogle (12)
Melissa Frank Roadcap (2)
Todd R. Rush
Morrison A. Satvedi (4)
Mark A. Sherman CS




M. Travis Andrews (21) BT, CR
Martha Yoder Bowman (7)
Kathryn Rhodes Bremner (22)
Scott A. Brown (4)
Paul J. Comer III
Matthew G. Deitz (10) ED
Tonia Michael Garman (2)
Stephanie Parrott Haraway
Brent A. Hull (4)
Ann Miller Jones (3)
Todd W. Lam (2)
Tara Grooms Lee (3) ED
Jerey K. Miller (7) HC, ED
Lori Meyerhoeer Moyer (2)
Amy Jenkins Moyers (14)
Shari Human Payne (22)
Troy G. Reimer (12)
Timothy L. Rinker (22)
John E. Roark
Elliott C. Shelton III (2)
1994
8.7% Participation
Sara Wilkerson Andrews (21) 
BT, CR
David B. Bremner (22)
Kimberly Flora Carter (21) 
BT, ED
Sarah A. Davis (3)




Kevin A. Moore (4)
Craig M. Payne (21)
Suzanne Spicher Riddleberger 
(5)








Alyson A. Coman ED
Michael W. Dayton
Rebecca Burdett Delano
Amanda Curry Graziano (2)
Christy Valentine Turner (9)
Melvin E. Williams (8)
1996
4% Participation
Jason E. Berkey (2) CS
Kathryn Jarvis Dovel (9)
Gregory D. Edwards (3)
Brian T. Flory (7) ED
Marc E. Leslie (6)
James R. Tanner II
Jennifer Nichols Whetzel (5)
1997
7.5% Participation
Benjamin S. Barlow (11)
Lara Rosier Bissett
Michael D. Burtner (6)
Casey B. Childs
Keith E. Davis (10)
Jennifer L. Hedrick (19)
Brian D. Hume
Alexander D. MacPhail (7)
Cheryl M. Mascarenhas (5)
Adam E. Mizer (6)
Joel G. Pugh (15)
John W. Riner ED
Emily Shonk-Edwards (3)





Bartley T. Homan (2)
Olivia Didawick Hutton (17)
Leslie Caraway Johnson
Jeremy M. Koster (8)
Renee Luers Mohr
Alison Flory Replogle (12)
Jennifer Knupp Riner ED
Tammy L. Russell
Krista Kerns Shonk (17)
Janice Gibbel Sommerho 
(14)




Heather Cain Berry (13)
Kathy High Blouch (2) ED
Holly A. Caldwell
Kellea Whorley Hogan
Amy Johnson Hutcherson (16)
Emily Fagan Reedy
Chad E. Rowland
Nathan D. Shonk (15)
Raymond E. Sterner
Richard S. Vallaster III (17) 
CS, CC
Chastity Shaer Whitaker 
(16) CS
Matthew L. Whitaker (16) CS
2000
5% Participation
Wilbert R. Coleman Jr.
Mike Dent (3)
Ross B. Eagles
Cesar S. Gomez Abero (15)
Erik W. Koeppen
Nathan W. McCann (2)
Barbara Brigham Mowery (14)
J. Christian Obenshain (10)




Julia Lind Bair (9)
Awanta Ridley Edwards (2)
Kendra L. Flory (6)
Holly Wagner Fowler




Suzanna Shanks Paxton (8)
Jaime Huer Penney (14)
Whitney Stroop Smith (5)
Cheryl Jenkins Wakeman (3)
Becky Cave Walton (3)
David A. Young (14) CS
Amanda Beckwith Zepp (15)
2002
9.3% Participation
Ross M. Bair (9)
Ryan R. Blake (3)
Jeery W. Carr (7)
Wendy Campbell Carr (7)
Timothy A. Craver (3)
Sara L. Crummett (15)
Clara Elder Cunningham (14)
Joshua K. Ellinger (12)
Jennifer L. Goodwin
Andrew P. Grossnickle (8) 
CS, ED
Jordan L. Hill BT
Hillary K. Hogan (10)
Lois Weaver Horst (4)
Elizabeth A. Hottle
Matthew W. Human (14) HC
Lindsay C. Kennedy (3) BT
Tiany Nelson McCann (2)
Wendy Fike McDonough (11)
Sarah Wyant Mitchell
Kirk B. Monroe (8)
Megan Johnson Osinski
Kristy Kane Rhea (5)
Matthew J. Stevens (8)




Troy W. Akers (7) CS
Matthew A. Barnhart
Kimberly Garber Dove
Jennie E. Draper (9)
Laura Boyd Farmer (4)
Sara Higgins Fitzgerald (9)
Kevin A. Flora
Daniel E. Grove (3)
Jodie Flook Grove (3)
Scott M. Hearn (5)
Megan Orndor Human 
(10) HC
Jennifer Cole Leonard
Jason D. Maupin (9)
Bradley M. McCrady
Gregg McCullough (12)
Andy E. Miracle (4)
Brian A. Ratli
Brett P. Sinclair
Jarret L. Smith (5)
Michael D. Smith (10) CS
Kristin Pardue Utley (4)
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2004
7.3% Participation
Nancy Varney Akers (7) CS
Carrie Harman Ashton (2)
Nell J. Bodani (2)
Jon M. Boller
Bonnie Moorehead Buttereld 
(3)
Julie L. Carper (7)
Justin D. Clements (4)
Bret C. Colbert (6)
Diana Wyant Craver (3)
Joel W. Dove
Jennifer Hawk Flora





Paul S. Shaver (2)
Melissa J. Short (4)
Jermaine S. A. Taylor (2)
Megan Clark Velez (3)
Grace Barrner Watt (2) CS
Harold B. Wright III (10) HC
2005
4.1% Participation
Douglas G. Balmer (8)





Erik C. Geisert (9)
Justin E. Pruett
Christopher M. Reedy (4)
Jonathan E. Small (5)




Christopher A. Bagot (3)
Jennifer Chillas Balmer (8)
Todd J. Brennan (3)
Laura Billhimer Fike
David A. Glazer
Sarah Wood Hampton (4)
Cole F. Shepherd (2)
Jennifer Hosmith Small (5)






Linda Moore Funk (4)
Marci Ferguson Myers (9)
Brittany Mears Owens
Colin L. Owens Jr.
Richard L. Read Jr.
Jason E. Saunders (5)
Laura Nulty Saunders (5)
Shannon L. Scales-Midgette 
(9)
John T. Tuck (9)
2008
5.1% Participation




Kristen R. Everett (2)
Angela I. Flage (3)
Jennifer Gravatt Glazer
Brittany K. Higgins (4)
Christine E. Hoover
Kyle W. Matyger (2)
Ian J. McNeil (7)
Daniel M. Reed (2)
Daniel L. Rudy
Nadezhda Shimanski (3)
Benjamin M. Shirkey (7)
Morgan Showalter Shirkey (7)
Kirby Green Smith (2)







Jeery B. Dallas Jr. (5)
Kari orstenson Darsch
Darby J. Dozier (6)
Stephen A. Fike (2)
Nicole M. Guthrie
Patrick A. McDonough ED
Kimberly Forbes Mellinger
Sara Edwards Salvato (4)
Brandon P. Spalding (2)





Cindy Kaschak Fike (2)
Meghan T. Kimec (5)
Andrew T. Kirkner (6)
Matthew E. Lambert (5)




Louis J. Sanchez (3)
Rachel G. Schildwachter (2)
Rachel M. Sepelyak
Nicholas S. Sirica (3)
Sarah E. Walton








Katherine M. Hayslip (2) ED
Kathryne Gray King
Kayla Foresman Leach (4)
Tina K. Lowe (4)
Michael E. Lupton (2)
Matthew R. Miller
Emily A. Morris (3)
Kimberly Cicotello Roby (4)
Drew A. Rutledge







Elizabeth K. Barley (4)
John D. Bayse
Paul W. Brockman
Robert O. Bryant IV
Laura E. Butcher
Lori M. Carlton (4)
Matthew G. Chaulklin (3)
Katelynn E. Cummings (3)
William R. Davis






Stephen D. Howard (3)
Dominic M. Jeter
Jenny C. Logan
Ali Morris Lupton (3)
Steven M. Maddox
Claire A. Reeger (3)
Kyle A. Remnant (3)
Bethany Gregory Reuschling
Michael S. Reuschling





















Joshua A. Law (3)
Shannon V. Lowe















Holly C. Donahue (3)
Anthony J. Edwards
Amanda L. Harpine ED





Gabrielle C. Sti (2)








John Aclin & Charissa Aclin
Phyllis Y. Adams
G. Steven Agee ’74 & Nancy H. Agee
John O. Akanni & Ledora R. Akanni
Ira R. Albaugh Jr. & Doris Niswander 
Albaugh ’55
Robert E. Alley ’69 & Linda L. Alley
Adrienne B. Allison
Robert B. Andersen
Robert H. Anderson & Judith L. 
Anderson
Rebecca Haines Ardis ’84
Shelvin L. Arey ’55 & Jane C. Arey
Edward F. Arnett ’67 & Nina Miller 
Arnett ’69
Alphus E. Arthur Jr. ’60 & Brenda C. 
Arthur
Percy C. Ashcra« & Cynthia Ashcra«
Warren Atkins & Nannette D. Atkins
Scott Augsburger & Kristine L. 
Augsburger
David G. Baca & Kathy Baca
Richard S. Bailey & Lisa Good Bailey 
’84
Harvey C. Bak & Helena Crouse Hand-
Bak ’46
Robert E. Baker ’66 & Ann Weyant 
Baker ’65
Denise Barksdale
Bruce W. Barlow ’68 & Martha Stover 
Barlow ’69
E. Rush Barnett ’77 & Tina Morgan 
Barnett ’78
Glenn R. Barnhart ’73 & Treva A. 
Barnhart
John G. Barr
Gilbert Bartosh & Risa Bartosh
Albert C. Bear III & Charlotte Beahm 
Bear ’77
Karl E. Becker
Steven K. Beckner ’73 & Janice M. 
Beckner
Andrew Bender & Melissa Bender
Paul J. Bender & Marlene P. Bender
Raymond C. Bennett & Betty B. 
Bennett
Richard K. Bennett & Jody Herbert-
Bennett
Jerey L. Berg & Beth A. Berg
Reginald L. Berkley Sr. & Glennise N. 
Berkley
Max E. Bertholf & Nancy Layman 
Bertholf ’49
Emmert F. Bittinger ’45 & Esther 
Landis Bittinger ’48
Kevin C. Black ’81 & Kathleen Asbury 
Black ’81
Je Bland & Harolyn D. Bland
Bernie Blubaugh & Diane Blubaugh
David L. Bollinger ’63 & Janet Human 
Bollinger ’62
Glenn E. Bollinger ’87 & Debbie S. 
Bollinger
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Mark E. Bollinger ’74 & Sherrine B. 
Bollinger
Alexander Bonnyman & Jean 
Bonnyman
Leslie Booth & Marcia D. Booth
Alan E. Borgwardt ’88 & Elisabeth 
Mills Borgwardt ’88
R. Darren Bostic & Betzi M. Bostic
Arlie J. Botkin Jr. ’64 & Marguerite S. 
Botkin
Delmer G. Botkin ’64 & Sue Grove 
Botkin ’65
Chester L. Bowman ’54 & Eleanor 
Lockridge Bowman ’55
Fred M. Bowman ’46 & Wanda Martin 
Bowman ’49
Harry B. Bowman ’42
James O. Bowman ’57 & Sylvia Kline 
Bowman ’57
Robert C. Bowman ’56 & Martha Yoder 
Bowman ’93
J. Robert Branner ’64
Elizabeth A. Brigham
James Britts & Kathy Britts
Robert C. Brockman ’80 & Kristine M. 
Brockman
Eleanor Spangler Brogan ’61
Donald R. Brown ’66 & Jean 
Crumpacker Brown ’66
G. omas Brown Jr. ’69 & Ann Foster 
Brown ’68
Kevin Brown
Kenneth Bryant & Kathy Bryant
John Buhl Jr.
Douglas E. Bunch Jr. & Elaine F. Bunch
Robert E. Burgess Jr. ’64 & Alice G. 
Burgess
Bradford A. Burgett & Mary Burgett
Kenton L. Burkholder & Jennifer 
Surbaugh Burkholder ’86
Michael G. Burns & Mary S. Burns
Eugene L. Burroughs & Mary 
Burroughs
Louise Roller Burtner ’54
Richard G. Butler & Stephanie R. 
Butler
T. Marshall Butler Jr. ’86 & Pamela 
Wampler Butler ’86
omas H. Byerly ’64
Edward A. Byrd ’52 & Flora B. Byrd
Robert F. Caª & Christina M. Caª
Cheryl Campbell
Matthew A. Capuano & Katharine 
Capuano
James Cardillo & Robin C. Cardillo
J. H. Caricofe ’53 & Betty Na Caricofe 
’54
L. Clyde Carter Jr. ’56 & Karen S. 
Carter
Renee A. Carter-Moton
Terrence O. Casey & Patricia E. Casey
William R. Cecil & Karen B. Cecil
Manuel Chacon & Marjorie F. Chacon
A. W. Chappell & Betsy J. Chappell
Melvin E. Cheshire & Bonnie Kline 
Cheshire ’78
Michael L. Chittum & Patty S. Chittum
D. Bruce Christian & K. Spas Christian
Charles J. Churchman & Patricia 
Churchman
Allen M. Clague Jr. ’50 & Naoma D. 
Clague
Allen M. Clague III ’75 & Susan Lerch 
Clague ’72
Kimberly J. Clark
Michael A. Clark & Nancy P. Clark
Michael B. Clark & Sharon L. Clark
Sharon W. Clark
Richard M. Clendaniel & Bonnie 
Clendaniel
Linda R. Clepper
Michael W. Click & Jean A. Click
George Coates & Terry D. Coates
Steven E. Cody & Jayne Cody
David E. Coman ’68 & Judith T. 
Coman
Janet Eller Coman ’53
Donn R. Colee Jr. & Martha M. Colee
Beth A. Coleman
Pauline Payne Coleman ’50
William W. Collins & Patricia Hollen 
Collins ’71
Edward Conley
Jerry Cork & Sonya M. Cork
Chester G. Counts & Kristeen Counts
Christopher S. Coverstone & Kelly E. 
Coverstone
Adrianna S. Cowan-Waddy
Bradley E. Cox ’86 & Susan Shaer 
Cox ’86
Ronald V. Cox ’59 & Violet Siron 
Cox ’59
Carl P. Craig Jr.
Richard P. Craver & Maxine Craver
Glenn A. Criss & Tracey W. Criss
Joseph M. Crockett & Jane A. Crockett
Rodger Crossman & Kimberly 
Crossman
B. Merle Crouse ’52 & Jean P. Crouse
Gerald P. Baile Crouse ’79 & Rebecca 
Baile Crouse
John D. Croushorn & Virginia W. 
Croushorn
Corinne Early Crumley ’50
Walter W. Daggett ’61
James A. Davis & Monica S. Davis
R. Paul Davis ’62 & Betty Rickman 
Davis ’63
Stephen C. Davis ’59
Carol Dawson
Stephen Dawson & Janet Dawson
Randy O. DeHaven & Robin D. 
DeHaven
Guy F. Didawick ’51 & Lucille Jordan 
Didawick ’50
Fred A. Diehl ’60 & Margaret J. Hobson
Norma Aist Diehl ’58
Todd Doggett & Sarah L. Doggett
Mark W. Doiron & Judie Doiron
Michael W. Douglass & Susan D. 
Douglass
omas Drerenberger Sr. & Brenda 
Drerenberger
Sharon S. Driscoll
Everette F. Driver Jr. & Carol G. Driver
Patrick T. Duggan & Karen B. Duggan
Michael A. Dunn & Peggy Dunn
L. Alan Eby
Mark A. Echard ’84 & Rebecca W. 
Echard
J. William Eckard & Bonnie S. Eckard
Gary R. Edgerton & Marsha M. 
Edgerton
Doris Cline Egge ’46
Wendell C. Eller ’48 & Sonya J. Eller
Dorothy A. Engleking
Susan R. Enis
Carolyn Phillips Erbaugh ’80
Allen D. Ervin ’72 & Sara A. Ervin
Abraham J. Evans ’69 & Ruth F. Evans
Craig Evans & Anette M. Evans
Robert B. Evans Jr. & Susan D. Evans
Tim L. Everett & Margaret L. Everett
J. Vern Fairchilds Jr. ’68 & Cheryl 
Lackey Fairchilds ’68
Sandra Walbridge Faw ’86
Richard E. Fawley ’71 & Janean Sullivan 
Fawley ’73
Carmen S. Feagans
Douglas W. Fears ’72 & Robina W. 
Fears
Kim Feivor & Barbara J. Feivor
Mugomoka Felicien & Munyerenkana 
Mwendanga
Dominic M. Felix & Anjelina Oneka
George R. Ferguson
Earle W. Fike Jr. ’51
Herschel R. Fike ’55 & Shirley H. Fike
J. Rogers Fike ’59 & Elizabeth Beachy 
Fike ’53
Jerey N. Fike & Pamela I. Fike
Rodney S. Fike ’76 & Diane Sackett 
Fike ’75
Daniel S. FitzGerald ’82
Grace Glick Fleishman ’36
John D. Fleishman ’77 & Karen Kline 
Fleishman ’79
Donna K. Fletcher
David E. Flora Sr. ’48
David E. Flora Jr. ’74 & Janet B. Flora
Edgar A. Flora ’49
James S. Flora ’52 & Ann Beahm Flora 
’57
Leland W. Flora ’65 & Sharon A. Flora
Robert M. Flora ’60 & Evelyn L. Flora
Marie Mason Flory ’45
Philip E. Flory ’75 & Ellie Hodge 
Draper ’72
eodore W. Flory ’70 & Mary Beth 
Myers Flory ’70
Charles L. Folger Jr. & Ruth Folger
V. Lee Foltz ’66 & Sarah Garber Foltz 
’67
eodore Ford & Laurie Jordan-Ford
Dale L. Foster Sr. ’60
Paul B. Foster ’47 & Janet Evers Foster 
’44
Samuel C. Foster ’66 & Rita N. Foster
Walt Franklin & Leighanne Parkins 
Franklin ’78
E. Edward Froehlich Jr. ’68 & Mary M. 
Froehlich
Gerald W. Garber & Mary Glick Garber 
’81
Paul S. Garber Sr. ’52 & Anne Spigle 
Garber ’54
Melton Gardner & Angelina Gardner
Michael A. Gardner ’66 & Carolyn 
Crumpacker Gardner ’69
Norma W. Gardner
Terry S. Garletts & Cindy K. Garletts
Cynthia Garlick
Glenn S. Garner ’47 & Margaret 
Schmidt Garner ’46
Stephanie M. Garrison
Kenley R. Gaulden & Connie Gaulden
Eric R. Gehr ’72 & Sandra A. Gehr
Nancy H. Gehr
Clarence R. Geier & Deane C. Geier
Bradley K. Geisert ’73 & Ellen Hottle 
Geisert ’73
Gregory W. Geisert ’72 & Margaret S. 
Geisert
Wayne F. Geisert
Charles Giauque & Diane Giauque
James C. Gibbel & Elaine Gibbel
Robert Gidari & Gloria Gidari
J. D. Glick & Rebecca F. Glick
John W. Glick ’65 & Bonnie Glick
Joseph L. Glick ’48 & Doris L. Glick
Ray E. Glick ’56 & Sandra Y. Glick
Joe Gooden & Lisa B. Gooden
Gary Goodlin & Kimberly Goodlin
Jerey L. Goss & Carol Walbridge 
Goss ’75
John A. Grady & Patricia Kline Grady 
’65
Kenneth R. Gra ’60
Douglas P. Gravatt & Patricia M. 
Gravatt
Dennis Gray & Angela R. Gray
Les W. Gray & eresa Gray
Michael W. Gregory & Desarie C. 
Gregory
Edith Cosner Griªth ’53
Barbara Furman Gro ’57
Wayne Groux & Teri P. Groux
Lavonne Ikenberry Grubb ’59
Edward Guida & Jacqueline A. Guida
Melvin C. Gutermuth & Mary F. 
Gutermuth
Lloyd D. Haag ’51 & Joan S. Haag
Bradley S. Hallock ’86 & Karla McCray 
Hallock ’86
Edward N. Hallock ’60 & Mary Edith 
Lease Hallock ’59
Donald M. Hamadyk & Donna L. 
Hamadyk
Louie T. Hargett ’53 & A. Catherine 
Hargett
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Keir F. Harris
Patrick E. Harris & Sharon D. Harris
Randall P. Harris ’87 & Rhonda Ritchie 
Harris ’88
Norman Harrison & Deborah R. 
Harrison
John C. Harshbarger Jr. ’57 & Deborah 
L. Hixon ’75
George F. Hasty & Judith J. Hasty
Paul L. Hatcher ’66 & Judith Hayslett 
Hatcher ’65
W. Wallace Hatcher ’55 & Carolyn 
Lantz Hatcher ’57
Jean R. Hawk
Mary Bert Hawkins ’73
Cliord C. Hayslip Jr. & Virginia 
Martin Hayslip ’76
David Hearn & Joyce Hearn
Paul Hecker & Melissa Hecker
Lawrence Hener & Oneida Hener
John T. Helbert II & Rebecca Bowman 
Helbert ’57
Stephen W. Henderson & Christine E. 
Henderson
Judy Nolen Henneberger ’64
James P. Hennessy & Heather N. 
Hennessy
Robert R. Hensley & Karen S. Hensley
John P. Herbert & Frances E. Herbert
David W. Hess & Carol L. Hess
Ronald D. Hibbard & Heather S. 
Hibbard
Robert P. Hicks & Barbara L. Hicks
Ryan E. Hill & Elaine M. Hill
Lawrence Hinders & Margaret Hinders
James F. Hoak ’55 & Dolores Heatwole 
Hoak ’56
Ronald T. Homan & Karen W. 
Homan
Randy Holder & Rosella Holder
Miriam Mason Holl ’45
Stephen L. Hollinger ’70 & Linda L. 
Hollinger
James R. Holsinger Jr. ’75 & Susan B. 
Holsinger
Lanny W. Holsinger ’64 & Shirley S. 
Holsinger
William E. Honeycutt & Susan D. 
Honeycutt
Angie M. Hooe
Jerey J. Hoppe & Kathleen Hoppe
Margaret Faulkner Horn ’50
John G. Horton Jr. & Denise Horton
Sandra J. Hottel
Ronald E. Hottle ’70 & Karol Long 
Hottle ’70
omas K. Howell & Lizbeth A. 
Howell
Harold G. Hubbell ’58
William S. Hudson Jr. ’84 & Kimberly 
J. Hudson
Robert L. Hueston
David C. Human ’76 & Susan Hacker 
Human ’77
Edward L. Human & Karen 
Burkholder Human ’76
Larry R. Human ’64 & Susan D. 
Human
Rufus C. Human ’71 & Elaine W. 
Human
Patrick W. Hughes & Karen J. Hughes
Larry T. Hull ’62 & Jeannette F. Hull
Jammie F. Hupp & Nancy C. Smith
Fredrick G. Hutchison Jr. ’68 & Lynne 
C. Hutchison
John E. Hutchison ’59 & Mary E. 
Hutchison
Douglas R. Hylton Jr. & Rebecca G. 
Hylton
Todd Hylton & Elizabeth Hylton
Brad Ingram & Victoria L. Ingram
Willard R. Isaacs & Rogina Fifer Isaacs 
’59
Curtis B. Jackson & Teresa H. Jackson
Todd Jackson
Vincent L. Jenkins & Joy M. Jenkins
Lorraine Jennings
Ronald T. Johnson & Rebecca L. 
Johnson
Virginia G. Johnson
Warren E. Johnson & Lisa Johnson
Charles D. Jones & Kimberly S. Jones
Daniel J. Jones & N. Catherine Jones
Jerey A. Jones ’81 & Lori A. Jones
Sidney Jones & Nancy Greene Jones ’82
Bruce B. Keeney Sr. & Mary-Taliaferro 
B. Keeney
Edward A. Kehoe & Marjorie Corbin 
Kehoe ’61
Tony W. Kelly ’84 & Tammy Q. Kelly
Curtis L. Kendall ’81 & LeAnn C. 
Kendall
James T. Kennedy & Lynne W. Kennedy
Michael R. Kennedy & Teresa J. 
Kennedy
Randall E. King & Dawn King
Nick Kinsey & Susan H. Kinsey
Nancy B. Klancher
Robert S. Klein ’62 & Joyce Boone 
Klein ’59
Betty Halterman Kline ’55
Jeremy Kline & Angela L. Kline
June Sadd Kline ’50
Orrin M. Kline Jr. ’57 & Jane M. Kline
A. Gene Knicely ’60
Aubrey L. Knight ’78 & Esther Elswick 
Knight ’78
omas W. Koenig & Margaret T. 
Koenig
Paul Kubisiak & Lisa M. Kubisiak
John D. Kunlo & Marie Kunlo
Elizabeth L. Kyger
Michael K. Kyles ’72 & Deborah 
Dandridge Kyles ’72
Floyd E. Lahman & Lillie A. Lahman
J. Gregory Lam ’71 & Joanne De Rossi 
Lam ’71
Larry W. Lambert & Phyllis L. Lambert
Don A. Landes ’63 & Carole Tanner 
Landes ’62
Ernest R. Landes II & Debbie Garber 
Landes ’88
Joseph S. Laprade & Darlene D. 
Laprade
Sonny G. Lasam ’85 & Lisa Davis 
Lasam ’87
J. Allen Layman ’74 & Ann B. Layman
John D. Layman ’54 & Marian Sadd 
Layman ’54
J. E. Leake & Caroline Leake
Christina Lee
Jerry Lewis & Laurie Lewis
Frankie J. Lezotte ’90 & Lea Mason 
Lezotte ’91
Bradley E. Limbert & Linda M. 
Limbert
Nancy Moore Link ’57
Emil D. Lipscomb ’56
Jerey S. Liskey
J. Palmer Lockard & Leslie S. Lockard
James O. Lohr ’57 & Loretta Hartman 
Lohr ’58
Gwendolyn H. Long
Hoyle B. Long III
Larry F. Long & Carolyn French Long 
’73
Patricia A. Long
omas W. Long ’73 & Nancy Yesis 
Long ’75
John W. Lowe Jr. & Lorna E. Lowe
George Lumpkins & Nichole Lumpkins
Jim Lynn & Randy Lynn
Ralph C. MacPhail Jr. ’65 & Alice 
Homan MacPhail ’64
Veronica Mallory
Drake H. Mandeville & Rhonda H. 
Mandeville
James M. Marlett Jr. & Marsha H. 
Marlett
William N. Marshall ’70 & Beverly 
Marshall
Jerey L. Martin & Debra J. Martin
Miriam Spangler Martindale ’45
H. William Mason ’53 & Eleanor Crist 
Mason ’55
Ivan J. Mason ’51 & Peggy Glick Mason 
’51
John H. Mason ’57 & Peggy Purdy 
Mason ’56
Joseph M. Mason ’45 & Dorotha F. 
Mason
Kathryn Garst Mason ’42




Gregory D. Matyger & Diane Matyger
Jerry W. Mayes & Lisa T. Mayes
Michael C. Mayhugh & Christine R. 
Mayhugh
Lee D. McBryde & Michelle Lovegrove 
McBryde ’84
Kerry A. McCabe & Katherine A. 
McCabe
Wayne F. McCormick & Oneil 
McCormick
Greg E. McCullough & Marsha S. 
McCullough
Carl McDaniels ’51 & Ann Eller 
McDaniels ’51
David W. McGlynn & Leslie E. 
McGlynn
Richard S. McGuªn ’65
William E. McKenzie & Jane A. 
McKenzie
Patrick M. McLaughlin & Lucia 
McLaughlin
Eric S. Mead & Robin H. Mead
omas V. Meeks & Donna B. Meeks
Jose L. Mejia & Janet E. Mejia
Floyd W. Merryman III
Michael Metzger & Sharon Metzger
Mark Michrina & Susan Michrina
Michael Mijares & Susan Mijares
Don Miller & Diana S. Miller
E. Dustyn Miller ’77 & Sherry Stitt 
Miller ’75
John M. Miller ’58 & Mary B. Miller
Myron S. Miller ’47
Nathan H. Miller ’65 & Kimberly H. 
Miller
Norris E. Miller & Shirley S. Miller
Robert R. Miller ’79 & Terri Gladwell 
Miller ’80
Wayne W. Miller ’70 & Jo Ann Cahall 
Miller ’72
Don A. Mills Sr. & Evette Mills
William D. Miracle & Andrea P. 
Miracle
Floyd H. Mitchell ’44 & Kathleen Hull 
Mitchell ’46
Janet Cook Mitchell ’56
Robert Mitchell & Susan Mitchell
Donald R. Moomaw & elma F. 
Moomaw
Robert Moore & Cristina Palmer-
Moore
Jean Morgan
Steven A. Morris & Elizabeth H. Morris
Scott Morse & Nancy Morse
Gladys Pster Moss ’58
Harold S. Moyer ’51 & Hazel Moyer
Clarence M. Moyers ’51 & S. Elizabeth 
Mason Moyers ’54
William C. Moyers ’63 & Shirley G. 
Moyers
Gerald Munizza & Julie A. Munizza
Dennis J. Murphy & Debra K. Murphy
Robert C. Muth Jr. & Cheryl L. Muth
A. Douglas Myers & Rowena Fike 
Myers ’76
Betty Lou Fike Myers ’53
Daniel J. Myers ’64 & Charlotte D. 
Myers
Lynn N. Myers ’70 & Sandra W. Myers
John J. Nadder Jr. & Teresa S. Nadder
Elbert L. Na Sr. & Nancy B. Na
Dean R. Neher
Frank K. Nelson & Lotes Nelson
Christopher M. Nevin & Joyce A. 
Nevin
Richard F. Newsome & Lorraine 
Newsome
Elaine Craun Newton ’59
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Michael E. Nicholson Jr. & Kimberly C. 
Nicholson
Robert L. Nida ’65
Kip L. Noblitt & June C. Noblitt
Wilmer B. Nolen ’60 & Mary B. Nolen
William Norfolk & Dawn M. Norfolk
Graham A. Nuttycombe & Susan N. 
Nuttycombe
Paul J. O’Connor & Jodi R. O’Connor
Barbara S. Ohmsen
Timothy M. O’Neill & Sharon K. 
O’Neill
Charles H. Orme
John M. Orndor & Pamela S. 
Orndor
F. Gary Osborne ’58 & Carol H. 
Osborne
Brendan O’Sullivan & Tracey 
O’Sullivan
James H. Ott ’63
David Parker & Holly Parker
Lawrence J. Paul & Nora M. Paul
Larry S. Pence ’57 & Mandy Dixon 
Pence ’63
Margaret R. Pence
Randal J. Perdue & Cynthia S. Perdue
Sherry N. Peters
H. Sutton Peyton Jr. & Geneva P. 
Peyton
Allen M. Phibbs ’84 & Nancy 
Clatterbuck Phibbs ’84
Richard E. Phillips ’63 & Eileen 
Esworthy Phillips ’64
Roland S. Phillips & Linda S. Phillips
Tracy L. Phillips ’70 & Carol 
McMurtrie Phillips ’71
Zack E. Phillips Jr. & Ellen J. Phillips
Larry E. Pirkey & Carolyn W. Pirkey
Gerald J. Pisarcik & Catherine L. 
Pisarcik
Lewis B. Pollard
Sean Poole & Angela Poole
Gerard B. Post
R. Jerey Postans ’79 & Nancy C. 
Postans
Robert B. Postans Jr. & Evelyn P. 
Postans
William R. Powell & Debra A. Powell
Raymond Power & eresa A. Power
William S. Powers & Pamela J. Powers
Babulal Pragani & Nongnooch Pragani
Tom Purcell & Kimberly Purcell
Dorothy Petcher Quimby ’40
Karina P. Rachal
J. Richard Rader Jr. ’60 & Harriet Flora 
Rader ’63
Margaret Flory Rainbolt ’37
Darren Raley & Julie Campbell
Catherine Page Raphael ’64
Joseph M. Re & Patricia A. Palermo
John G. Reeder & Carol S. Reeder
David C. Rees & Judy Miller Rees ’81
Dennis A. Reese & Sallie W. Reese
Curtis V. Reeves & Bonnie Reeves
R. Coleman Reid* ’60 & Anne Murray 
Reid ’60
Merlin T. Reish ’77 & Martha Teets 
Reish ’78
William E. Reish ’50 & Mary Vest 
Reish ’51
Donald W. Remnant & Gladys Akers 
Remnant ’81
James S. Replogle ’65 & Rebecca A. 
Replogle
Leon W. Rhodes ’48 & JoAnn W. 
Rhodes
omas W. Richard ’82 & Julia Gro 
Richard ’81
Dudley R. Ridley Sr. & Vanessa P. 
Ridley
Geraldine Garber Rigney ’74
Lynn Flory Riner ’68
Carter Ritchie & Donna K. Ritchie
Jimmie L. Ritchie Jr. ’85 & Jeanne Dia 
Ritchie ’88
Jesse D. Robertson ’45 & Wilma Kline 
Robertson ’47
John Robinson & Anita Robinson
Sherrill Michaelson Robinson ’73
Harl Romine & Laura Romine
Paul W. Rosier & Carole Sue Rosier
Jimmy R. Ross ’59 & Betty C. Ross
Jerey Rossetti & Josette Rossetti
Joseph F. Roth
Dan Rozell & Cheryl K. Rozell
omas J. Ryan & Brenda G. H. Ryan
Marilee Miller Sackett ’49
Bernardito Santos & Erin Lownes-
Santos
Charles R. Saunders Jr. & Karen C. 
Saunders
Warren D. Saunders Jr. ’83 & Denise 
Eller Saunders ’84
Robert L. Schall ’62 & Lois Walbridge 
Schall ’63
Curtis H. Schwalbach & Diane M. 
Schwalbach
Ann Anderson Scott ’63
Garold W. Senger Jr. ’65
Larry T. Sha & Jean V. Sha
James R. Shaer & Mary A. Shaer
Keith F. Shank ’79 & Deborah J. Shank
Martin M. Sharkey & Katherine F. 
Sharkey
John D. Shaw
Je Sheaves & Darlene Sheaves
Michael A. Sheets & Paige A. Sheets
Charles Sheer Jr.
Elliott C. Shelton Jr. & Anne M. 
Shelton
Donald L. Shepherd & Mary Teets 
Shepherd ’72
Charles C. Shiet Jr.
Helen Wright Shiet ’57
E. Reiman Shober Jr. ’55 & Eva Lee H. 
Shober
Janice Bryant Shober ’59
Brian Showalter & Wendy R. Showalter
Charles H. Simmons ’53
Edgar B. Simmons Jr. ’58 & Catherine 
Tusing Simmons ’60
Robert L. Simmons II & Donna 
Simmons
William L. Simmons ’51 & Mary Shull 
Simmons ’55
Kenneth W. Sims & Janet A. Sims
Ronald E. Sink & Janice Sink
Alphonse E. Sirica & Annette M. Sirica
Terry G. Slaubaugh ’60 & Vickie G. 
Slaubaugh
Dawn Arey Smith ’50
Eugene E. Smith ’48 & Teresa Smith
Ilene Neher Smith ’52
Reginald S. Smith ’76
Elizabeth H. Snyder
Floyd G. Soule’ & Nancy A. Soule’
Milton L. Southard & Barbara J. 
Southard
Wayne E. Spangler ’53 & Carol 
Compton Spangler ’56
William M. Speidel & Elena R. Speidel
Grady Spiegel & Robbie J. Spiegel
J. James Spinelli Jr. ’82 & Michelle M. 
Spinelli
Ronald D. Spire & Shirley McCracken 
Spire ’60
Donald Stalnaker & Eva James
Ronald J. Staton ’86 & Sara Smith 
Staton ’85
Kenneth L. Staudt & Jean M. Staudt
Mark F. Steury & Mary Jo Flory-Steury 
’78
Peter C. Stockdon & Kathleen J. 
Stockdon
Karl D. Stoltzfus Sr. & Barbara B. 
Stoltzfus
Phillip C. Stone Jr. ’87 & Kathryn 
Wampler Stone ’87
Phillip C. Stone ’65 & Cherrill Kline 
Stone ’66
Michael P. Strickland
George D. Studtmann & Debbie 
Studtmann
Raymond W. Studwell II ’77 & Patti S. 
Studwell
Guy B. Stull Jr. ’67
Owen G. Stultz ’51 & Flemmie Getz 
Stultz ’52
Craig Stutzman & Rhonda Fike 
Stutzman ’77
Diana Sullivan
Jane E. Sutherland ’64
Fred W. Swartz ’58 & Nancy Swartz
John H. Swartz ’71 & Denise Swartz
Brad Sweet & Anne E. Sweet
W. Rothwell Switzer ’65 & Connie M. 
Switzer
William M. Sydnor Jr. ’80 & Debra D. 
Sydnor
Richard A. Szucs & Ruth H. Szucs
Michael A. Talbott & Tammy Cyr-
Talbott
Jacquelyne M. Tancyus
Jon N. Tavernaris & Terri L. Tavernaris
Randy L. Teasley & Jennifer J. Teasley
Mwizenge S. Tembo & Elizabeth A. 
Tembo
Kenneth E. Terry & Betsy W. Terry
H. Byrd Teter ’48 & Vera Teter
Bruce W. acker & Becky H. acker
Paul E. eisen & Mary eisen
Arthur omas & Christina omas
Bobby L. omas & Marla J. omas
Ronald L. omas & Kay M. omas
Margaret Wampler omasson ’59
David S. ompson Sr. & Jody 
ompson
John ompson & Melanie ompson
Nancy Woodward ompson ’71
Robert ompson & Mary Jo 
ompson
Robert E. urston ’81 & Acquenetta 
J. urston
Sterling K. Toler & Patricia P. Toler




Dennis A. Turner ’70
Hazel Clark Turner ’41
Dale V. Ulrich & Doris K. Metzler-
Ulrich
James E. Utterback Jr. ’53 & Peggy 
Archibald Utterback ’54
Paul P. Vames ’63 & Martha A. Vames
Louis Vaughn & Stephani Vaughn
Parents, continued
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Lucille H. Vaughn
Joshua Vayer & Lynn Vayer
Leslie T. Voorhees & Ines Voorhees
Christine F. Wade
Harold G. Walker & Dorothy M. 
Walker
D. Samuel Wampler ’65
Frederick A. Wampler ’70 & Joyce 
Grove Wampler ’68
Fred F. Wampler ’47 & Dorris Berry 
Wampler ’47
G. Benjamin Wampler ’82 & Sherrie K. 
Wampler ’85
Guy E. Wampler Jr. ’56 & Linda L. 
Wampler
J. Paul Wampler ’54 & Priscilla 
Wakeman Wampler ’54
Jerry M. Wampler ’59
Melvin D. Wampler & Glenda W. 
Wampler
William D. Wampler* ’50 & Bonnie 
Lou Wampler
Helen M. Wetsel
David Whetzel & Charmarie H. 
Whetzel
Janet Estep Whetzel ’61
Charles F. Whitaker III & Shirley L. 
Whitaker
Bettie Ford White ’58
John E. White ’58 & Gene Ridder 
White ’69
Larry H. White ’65 & Amy W. White
Brad Whites & Kelly L. Whites
Sue Wiessner
Robert W. Wiles & Carolyn Petcher 
Wiles ’64
James L. Wilkerson ’68 & Sally Tabb 
Wilkerson ’68
Anna Mae Pope Will ’45
George Willi III
Ashley Williams
Elby C. Wilson ’41 & Evelyn Roller 
Wilson ’48
Franklin Wilson & Nancy Wilson
Dorothy Jones Winter ’60
Billy Wise & Janice Wise
Eric J. Woerner & Mary N. Woerner
Mirna Belle Flory Wolfe ’47
omas G. Womble Jr. & Mary Alice 
Phillips Womble ’54
David C. Wood ’78 & Judith L. Wood
John H. Wood Jr. & Jeannie H. Wood
Joseph W. Wood & Rebecca H. Wood
William C. Wood & Jane L. Wood
Mark T. Woodard & Amy L. Woodard
Louise L. Workman
Jerey Wothers & Mirrel Wothers
Elizabeth Shaver Wray ’54
Charles J. Wright ’67 & Jeanne Bolt 
Wright ’67
Owen L. Wright ’58 & Patricia M. 
Wright
Rick Wrights & Alicia P. Wrights
Ronald E. Wyrick ’70 & Karen Adams 
Wyrick ’70
Paul Xavier & Catherine Xavier
Carol A. Yetzer
Gary L. Yoder & Beth H. Yoder
Charles W. Young & Carole Young
Gary Young & Cathy Young
Sam E. Young II & Kathy F. Young
Samuel F. Zeller & Cynthia L. Zeller
William W. Zepp & Joy E. Zepp
Woodrow P. Ziegler & Doris M. Ziegler
B. Joseph Zimmerman ’61 & Erma G. 
Zimmerman





William W. Adams & Elizabeth S. 
Adams
Michael L. Allain & Violet Allain
Henry H. Almond Jr.
Ervin L. Anderson & Ann Nosinger 
Anderson
Joseph W. Arizzi & Lynn M. Arizzi
James P. Bailey & Ronda W. Bailey
Richard K. Bailey & Teresa S. Bailey
John C. Baker & Stephanie S. Baker
William E. Baker & Clara M. Baker
Carole Ballew
William R. Barrett
Ronald D. Beachley & Linda Beachley
Michael W. Beahm
Robert G. Belvin Jr. & Kristie K. Belvin
Larry Bennison & Leta Bennison
Wallace J. Bieber*
Henry G. Bisgaier & Diane D. Bisgaier
Martha R. Bloom
Evon C. Blunk Jr.
Grantlon V. Bodkin
John P. Boska & Cynthia A. Boska
Robert Boska & Mariana J. Boska
Elene A. Bowers
Evelyn S. Bowman
John M. Boyle & Holly D. Boyle
Rodney Bradt & Joyce Bradt





Scott Brown & Cindy Brown
M. Kelly Buchanan
Keith A. Buckle & Linda C. Buckle
Lou Buzzi
John A. Byrd & Louauna S. Byrd
Martha B. Caldwell
Daniel J. Candeloro & Karen Candeloro
Dabney Carr
Robert G. Cassell Jr. & Karen B. Cassell
Neil M. Cleary & Claire R. Cleary
Charles E. Cline & Kitty M. Cline
John Cline & Karen S. Cline
Gertrude E. Clyde
Malcolm N. Cockerham & Fredna N. 
Cockerham
Toby P. Cole
Robert E. Coleberd & Barbara T. 
Coleberd
Bryce Collings
Ronald C. Conran & Barbara H. 
Conran
Judy C. Cook
Ed Cope & Gail Cope
Kendall Cowne & Nancy S. Cowne
Bob L. Cox & Rebecca H. Cox
Martha K. Creasy
Lawrence E. Crowder Jr.
Pablo Cuevas & Elaine Cuevas
Robert K. Cyr
Amanda Dainis
Margaret S. Fifer Davenport
Gregory R. Davis & Elizabeth F. Davis
George H. Dawson Jr. & Anne D. 
Dawson
Kenny Dawson & Toy Pearson
omas R. Derr & Erika C. Derr
Mary Norman D. Dickerson
Isaac W. Diehl & Mildred S. Diehl
Martin M. Doughty & Jean W. 
Doughty
Lisa W. Doyle
Steven Drasner & Mildred Drasner
Catherine L. Driggers
Edward W. Driskill & Susan V. Driskill
S. Keith Drumwright
Kevin Early & Betsy Early
Robert M. Eisenhard & Evelyn E. 
Eisenhard
Carlton N. Elam




J. Stevenson Fletcher Jr. & Julee W. 
Fletcher
John Flora & Jan Flora
J. Byron Ford Jr. & Mae B. Ford
James F. Fort & Karen Fort
Robert G. Foster Sr.
Richard R. Fox & Barbara F. Fox
William Franey
Bibb Y. Frazier & Dolly S. Frazier
Maureen Freidank
Tyler D. Furman & Amber F. Furman
Gary J. Garofalo
Sterling E. Garrett & Mildred A. 
Garrett
Richard T. Geisler Jr. & Joyce Geisler
Paul H. Geithner Jr. & Irmgard H. 
Geithner
Steven C. Geyer & Lisa A. Geyer
Jay A. Gibble & Judith Gibble
Carroll J. Good & Joyce L. Good
Michael J. Good & Lynn Good
Richard C. Goodwyn III & Elizabeth 
W. Goodwyn
Sam D. Graham & Sally K. Graham
Barbara Graig
Cynthia M. Grandle
A. Wesley Graves VI & Glenna M. 
Graves
John C. Graybeal Sr.
Timothy L. Gresham & Julie I. Gresham
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Mark Guinn & Gina Guinn
John F. Guntow Jr.
Douglas L. Guynn
Jack Guynn & Joanne A. Guynn
Peggy J. Hammer
Allyson Happel
Robert D. Hausenuck & Lilli D. 
Hausenuck
L. T. Hawkins Jr. & Gayle V. Hawkins
Kathryn S. Heatwole
Gray R. Henry
Gary Heschl & Vickie Heschl
Anne Carter Holt
Lawrence H. Hoover Jr. & Patricia 
Hoover
Linda S. Hoover
John G. Horton & Elinor B. Horton
Dwight E. Hou & Carolyn R. Hou
John W. Howard Jr.
omas A. Howell & Jeanette A. 
Howell
Paul B. Hughes Jr. & Beverly C. Hughes
Robert L. Hulvey & Pearlie J. Hulvey






Paul D. Jones & Barbara A. Jones
David N. Joseph
Clayton A. Justice & Marsha H. Justice
Laurie A. Keene




James H. Knicely Jr. & Elizabeth B. 
Knicely
Krishna Kodukula & Sarala Kodukula
Darlene Kolesar
Ronald Kre« & Michelle Kre«
Anthony J. Lagratta & Suzanne Lagratta





Ronald E. Layne & Patricia R. Layne
Charles C. Liskey & Mary S. Liskey
Jeanne Lloyd
Jackie O. Lohr
Michael Lucatamo & Jami Lucatamo
Betty J. Lunceford
Dave Lynch & Marilyn R. Lynch
Mike Lynch
S. Brian Magaro & Ona Magaro




Ronald E. Mason & Tamara M. Mason
Franklin A. Massey Jr. & Marjorie C. 
Massey
John L. Matherly & Catherine Matherly
Douglas L. Mathews & Tammy D. 
Mathews
Randolph J. Maupin & Charlotte W. 
Maupin
Timothy W. Maupin & Mary A. 
Maupin
Karl M. Mayes & Hilda E. Mayes






John B. McMahon & Lori F. McMahon
Brian D. McMullin & Kathryn H. 
McMullin
Henry G. Mead & Martha J. Mead














Bruce M. Morgan & Emma P. Morgan





David W. Naser Jr.
Judith U. Neely
Milton L. Norsworthy & Patricia A. 
Norsworthy
Rolland G. Norton
William H. Oliver & Cathryn J. Oliver
Philip F. O’Mara
Shawn T. O’Rourke & Marianne L. 
O’Rourke
Carl Pagliaro & Judy Pagliaro
Jerey B. Parker & Ann H. West
Jack L. Payne
Linda Pergande
Daniel P. Petock Jr.
Joseph C. Petock & Patricia E. Petock
Walter J. Piepke & Susan L. Piepke
Ricky J. Plaster & Dawn R. Plaster
William E. Ponn Jr. & Phyllis A. H. 
Ponn
R. S. Poole & Wanda C. Poole
Mihai Raducanu
Janet S. Reid
Mark O. Reis & Winifred Reis
Ralph J. Rhodes & Linda F. Rhodes
Rose W. Rhodes
Andrew E. Rhody & Karen R. Rhody
James E. Richards & Diane H. Richards
John F. Richards & Nell S. McIver
Hans O. Riddervold & Anna G. 
Riddervold
Travis Ridley










Richard D. Scaglione & Janice F. 
Scaglione
James D. Schloss
Ralph Sepulveda & Bernardine 
Sepulveda
Nancy M. Sexton
Dennis Shafer & Teresa K. Shafer
Linda D. Shafer
W. Keith Sheets & Jennifer J. Sheets




James H. Shull & Hazel W. Shull












Robert H. Strickler & Lorraine W. 
Strickler
Melvina V. Stricklin






Donald Sykes & Malene S. Sykes
Julia A. Talbott






Pat E. Turner Jr. & Martha P. Turner
Christine H. Updike
Deborah F. Usner
Edith M. Vander Ploeg
Kristen J. Vander Ploeg
Stacey E. Vaughan & Kimberly S. 
Vaughan
Elizabeth W. Veatch
Richard S. Ward & Connie O. Ward
Lawson Waring
W. Todd Watson & Shannon M. 
Watson
Harry R. Weber





Richard R. Whitehead & Crystal Y. 
Whitehead
Justin K. Whitt & Lyn Whitt









omas B. Woodard & Louise B. 
Woodard
Jerey H. Woodward & Ann V. Myers
Virginia K. Woolf
Ginger M. Wooten


















Aaren Wilson Bare ’12











Alexis D. Byrd ’13





Bret C. Colbert ’04
Kelly E. Coverstone
Nan R. Covert
Stephen D. Cox ’81
Joseph M. Crockett
Elaine C. Dellinger







A. omas Fechtel Jr.
Roy W. Ferguson Jr.
Jerey N. Fike
Daniel Finseth
Sara Higgins Fitzgerald ’03









William M. Grant Jr.
Kristen L. Grathwol
Hillary A. Greene ’12




Scott M. Hearn ’03
Mary Frances Heishman ’66
Kathleen M. Herring
Ellen M. Hicks ’94





Stephen D. Howard ’12
Cynthia K. Howdyshell-Shull 
’86






















Barbara Hottle Long ’88
Elaine K. Long
Stephen L. Longenecker
Ali Morris Lupton ’12
Crystal R. Lynn
Ralph C. MacPhail Jr. ’65
Alexandra M. Malecha ’13
John D. Manson
Jenny M. Martin
Tamara L. McCray ’84
Ian J. McNeil ’08
Timothy A. Meyers
Diana S. Miller
E. Dustyn Miller ’77
Ellen Burkholder Miller ’79






















Ann Ringgold Rainard ’87
Barbara B. Rankin
David L. Reznik








Louis J. Sanchez ’10
Jason E. Saunders ’07
Carol A. Scheppard





Debra Link Sheer ’80
Christian C. Sheridan
Olivia A. Shi®ett
Morgan Showalter Shirkey ’08
Maureen C. Silva
Diane L. Sipe
Elizabeth Painter Smith ’76
Fran C. Smith
Jarret L. Smith ’03
Whitney Stroop Smith ’01
Jacqueline Wells Spicer ’67
Philip T. Spickler ’85
Raymond W. Studwell II ’77








Justin G. Traxler ’05
Alice L. Trupe
Michael G. Van Horn
Christopher R. Versen
Karen Reeves Wade ’89
Rebecca H. Wagner
W. Steve Watson Jr.
Reggie A. Webb
Larry H. White ’65
Jean Willi ’80
Stephanie E. Wilson
Harold B. Wright III ’04
Eric M. Yoshizuka
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TOTAL CHURCH OF THE 
BRETHREN SUPPORT: 
$71,514
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CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Includes Matching Gi companies.
ASSOCIATES
Gis of $5,000 or More
e Community Foundation of Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County
Fifer Orchards, Inc.
Fred O. Funkhouser Charitable Foundation
Hou Foundation
J. S. Replogle & Associates
Jessie Ball duPont Fund
e Layman Family Foundation
Lettie Pate Whitehead Foundation
Mark Flora Memorial
Keith W. Mason Family Charitable Trust
Mile High United Way
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust
Morgridge Family Foundation
National Christian Foundation Indiana
NCAA
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company of Central Virginia
Texas Instruments Foundation
Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges
e Wise Foundation
PATRONS
Gis of $1,000 - $4,999
Anonymous
Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.
Altria Group, Inc.
Aramark Corporation
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Blue Ridge Community College
Central Tire Corporation








First Bank & Trust Company
FitzGerald Financial Group
GEICO Philanthropic Foundation
H. & M. Apartments, LLC
IBM Corporation
Margaret Hulvey Wright Chart Lead Trust
e Merck Company Foundation













Tull Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
e Village Inn
Virginia Academy of Science




Akers Painting & Wallcovering
Ameriprise Financial
Arcadia Veterinary Hospital
Arthritis & Pain Associates of P G County
B & L Glass & Mirror
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
e Bank of Fincastle




Big L Tire Centers
Bob Wade Autoworld
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Inc.
CAM-Enterprises Investments
Ciro’s Lasagna House
Colin Owens Insurance Agency, Inc.
Comcast Corporation
Derck & Edson Associates, LLP
Dudley C Aist & Associates, Inc.
Early Prospects Baseball Camp
Echard Insurance Agency, Inc.
EDC
Edward Jones Investments
El Charro 4 Mexican Restaurant
El Charro 7 Mexican Restaurant
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Everence
Farmers & Merchants Bank
Fidelity Charitable Gi« Fund
First Class Services, Inc.
Francesco’s Ristorante Italiano
Garrett Surgical Group, P.A.
General Electric Foundation
Golden Chain Sunday School Class
Great Eastern Resort Management
Hagerstown Smiles Dental Care, P.A.
Harris Oªce Furniture Co., Inc.
Honeywell International Charity Matching
Indian American Cafe




Jeersonville Family & Geriatric Medicine, LLC
Keep Virginia Beautiful
Kevin C. Black, Attorney At Law
La Conanza Tienda Latina
Landes Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.
Layman Diener & Borntrager Insurance Agency, Inc.
Locust Grove Women’s Fellowship
Lokey Insurance and Financial Services
M & M Services
Matching Gi« Program - Macy’s, Inc.
Meadow View of Massanutten, Inc.
Meekins Construction/Cabinets Plus
Michael A. Weiler, DMD, PC
Miller & Jameson, LLP
Mills, Dayton & Company, PC
Moses Tax & Accounting, PC




North Mountain Gymnastics, LLC
e Northrop Grumman Foundation
PB Mares Wealth Management, LLC
e Pentair Foundation
PPL Services Corporation
e Professional Golf Shop @ Willow Oaks
Prosecco Ristorante & Pizzeria
e Prudential Foundation
Pugh Cattle
R. T. Vane Builders, Inc
Ramsey Yeatts & Associates, Inc.
Ray L. Heatwole Baseball Camp
Raymond James Financial Services, Inc.
Raytheon Company
Riddleberger Brothers, Inc.
Rockingham Construction Company, Inc.
Rodamer’s Landscaping, Inc.
S & W Logging Company
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Shell Oil Company Foundation Matching Gi«s
Shentel Foundation
State Farm Companies Foundation
Sunlake Social Club
SunnyHill Properties, Inc.
SunTrust Foundation Matching Gi«s Program
Teaching ings, Inc.
Time Warner, Inc.
Truck & Equipment Corporation
Upper 90 Soccer
V. L. Jenkins Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.
Valley of Virginia Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Valley Poultry Equipment, L.C.
Valley View Endodontics, PC
Verizon Foundation
Virginia Association of Retired Educators
Waldorf Locksmith Co.
Wells Fargo Matching Gi«s Program
William G. Ryan, O.D., Ltd.
William M. Cage Library Trust
Winchester Bridgewater College Alumni Association
Young, Nicholas, Branner & Phillips, LLP
GIFTS MADE IN HONOR OF
Class of 1955




Elizabeth D. Alexander ’12
Kenneth C. Arthur ’85
Caroline J. Augsburger ’15
Hilda L. Ausherman
Ray J. D. Baker
Scott Ballard & Beckie Ballard
Terrell W. Barkley
John G. Barr
James H. Benson Sr. ’65
Jessica M. Bergan ’18
James O. Bowman ’57 & Sylvia Kline Bowman ’57
Kay M. Bowman
Richard L. Bowman
Aaron D. Bunch ’07
Lauren E. Bunch ’11
Louise Roller Burtner ’54
David W. Bushman
A. Fontaine Canada ’76
Christine E. Carrillo
John E. Chase III ’11
Nolan L. Chase ’08
Michael B. Clark
Candace Breeden Cowan ’10
J. Adam Craig ’11
R. Paul Davis ’62 & Betty Rickman Davis ’63
Ellie Hodge Draper ’72 & Philip E. Flory ’75
Heather D. Edgerton ’03
Awanta Ridley Edwards ’01
Sarah A. Evans ’06
Carol Smith Fenn ’79
Amy Findley
Marie Mason Flory ’45
James J. Frueh
J. Mark Griªn ’88
Ashby Funkhouser Harpine ’90
Mary Frances Heishman ’66
Judy Nolen Henneberger ’64
Tami Herman
Jesse E. Hopkins Jr. ’70
Robert L. Hueston
Matthew W. Human ’02 & Megan Orndor 
Human ’03
J. Michael Jacobs ’67 & Jean Kingsbury Jacobs ’67
James L. Keeler ’57 & Sandra Barnhart Keeler ’70
George W. Kent
Diane Tuck Kidd ’77
Michael A. Kidd ’77
Betty Halterman Kline ’55
Elizabeth L. Kyger
Chuck Leatherman & Jane Leatherman
Chad A. Lenz ’18
Stephen L. Longenecker
Ralph C. MacPhail Jr. ’65 & Alice Homan MacPhail 
’64
Laura S. Mapp
Edna Wynn Martin ’35
James L. Mauzy Jr. ’65
John P. McCarty
Robert E. Meeks ’10
Jerey K. Miller ’93
Nathan H. Miller ’65
Carmen M. Moyer ’12
Wilfred E. Nolen ’63 & Joyce A. Nolen
Kenneth S. Overway
Andrew L. Pearson
Susan Billhimer Phillips ’77
Nicholas P. Picerno
R. Jerey Postans ’79
Robyn A. Puenbarger
Larenda M. Ridley ’99
Karen S. Rogers
Hazel L. Roop
Haley E. Saunders ’18
Robert I. Stolzman ’83 & Faye G. Stolzman
Phillip C. Stone ’65 
Larry C. Taylor
Marion F. Trumbo ’74
Cary M. Vipond ’97
Melvin D. Wampler
Harold R. Weybright ’54 & Mary Hooker Weybright 
’54
Carlyle Whitelow ’59
Anna Mae Pope Will ’45
Jean Willi ’80
K’Leigh N. Williams ’17
Melvin E. Williams ’95
Tracy D. Wine
Eric M. Yetzer ’93
GIFTS MADE IN MEMORY OF
Deceased Members of the Class of 1952
Deceased Members of the Class of 1965
Deceased Members of the Class of 1966
Deceased Members of the Biology Department 1989-
1993
Ashlee N. Adams ’06
Betty Adams
David L. Allender ’68
Fred L. Amrhein ’72
Raymond N. Andes ’40 & Virginia R. Andes
Janice Ballard
Bruce J. Bandle ’77
Richard W. Barker
William E. Barnett
Irene Sanderson Beahm ’44
Clement A. Bess ’59
Sylvia Seese Bieber ’47
Frank P. Bontz Jr. ’52
Harold I. Bowman ’65
Paul H. Bowman ’34
Warren L. Bryant ’65
L. Daniel Burtner ’50
Leonard C. Carter Sr. 1920
W. Donald Clague ’41
Denise L. Clendaniel ’78
John P. Cloud
Robert J. Coleman Jr. ’77
Samantha Comer Conley ’98
Joseph C. Cook & Nannie Hedrick Cook ’29
Stephen C. Crandall ’66
Harold W. Craun ’34 & Kathleen Garst Craun ’35
Paul D. Crumley ’48
John B. Curry II ’66
Glen A. Draper ’73
Winston N. Elick & Fannie D. Elick
Mary Gentry Eye ’42
Jesse S. Fifer ’24
Anne Haynes Fike ’57
David M. Fike ’96
John W. Fike
George L. Fitchett
Dawn McIntyre Flory ’75
John S. Flory Jr. ’32
Wendell P. Flory ’40
Dee E. Floyd ’51
John K. Forrer
Edna Armstrong Friel ’42
Harry M. Gardner ’50
Daniel S. Geiser
June Adams Gibble ’59
John T. Glick 1915 & Eªe Evers Glick 1911
Paul E. Glick ’52
Julian B. Griªn
Ruby Hockman Grossnickle ’42
Karen Taggart Hamilton ’65
Earl W. Hammer ’60
Rebecca Mekeel Harding ’79
Corporations, Foundations and Organizations, continued
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V. Leroy Harsh ’60
Lowell V. Heisey
Wilmer Heishman & Frances Heishman
J. Edwin Henneberger II ’63
Jack R. Hinegardner ’60
David L. Holl
Jerry A. Holsinger ’65
William A. Hou Jr.
Anne Boltz Howdershell ’50
Jacob S. Human ’33 & Olive Fike Human ’35
Nelson T. Human ’25
Glenn L. Hulvey ’57
Harold Jenkins & Mabel F. Jenkins
Harry G. M. “Doc” Jopson
Caroline Byrd Keeney ’08
omas M. Kinder
James J. Kirkwood
John L. Kline ’59
Paul M. Kline ’53
Robert S. Landes ’51
Francine Greenacre Lawrence ’50
Donald N. Link ’54
Omer M. Long Sr. ’43
Betty Blough Martin ’45
Edgar S. Martin ’35
John W. Martin Jr. ’44
Lois Sanger McGuªn ’35
David E. McKalips ’51 & Helen Mason McKalips ’50
Bruce McLauchlin & Louise McLauchlin
William L. Mengebier
Edna L. Miller ’28
L. Paul Miller ’29 & Kathryn Myers Miller ’38
Philip S. Miller ’77
Ume Molalenge
E. J. Morris Jr. ’66
Paul W. Moss Jr. ’63
James W. Moyers Jr. ’58
Getenesh Mulugeta
Lois M. Muntain
Gale K. Myers ’66
John C. Myers 1900
Melvin L. Myers ’52
Ottie S. Myers 1899
Vivian Costello Nanda ’65
Alison Yowell Pazmino ’95
Fred Pence ’55
Willie Ruth Phibbs ’65
Harold F. Randall ’68
R. Coleman Reid ’60
Judy M. Reimer
Jacob F. Replogle ’37
Charles B. Reubush Jr. ’49
R. Allen Rhodes ’63
James Ritter & Justine Ritter
Hubert C. Roop Sr.
Elizabeth Row Ryder ’37
Ruth E. Sanger ’37
Harry W. Shank & Ina Mason Shank ’48
C. Daniel Sheer ’12
Arnold R. Showalter ’30 & Louise G. Showalter
Carl Simmons Jr. ’48
James O. Stepp ’66
Barnett Stolzman
Linda Flory Stout ’67
Wesley E. Straub ’98
R. Jan ompson
omas R. ornley Jr.
Philip E. Trout ’50
C. George Tulli Jr. ’72
Ethan A. Wagner
Ernest M. Wampler 1918 & Elizabeth B. Wampler
Edwin E. Will ’31
Beverly B. Williams
Beth Miller Winstead ’76
Marshall R. Wolfe
Isaac M. Zigler ’39
BEQUESTS
Eston L. Crickenberger
Clinton E. DeBusk ’50
Betty Lew Poling Flory ’52
John D. Harman ’58
Hollen G. Helbert ’34
Betty Blough Martin ’45
David C. Pickett ’61
R. Wilson Scar & Elizabeth Koller Scar ’57
Marie J. Showalter ’31
William W. omas ’54
William D. Wampler ’50
ENDOWED FUNDS
Endowed funds provide a special opportunity to create a lasting source of support to students, faculty and College programs. e principal of endowed funds is 
permanently invested, while the earnings are spent in support of the fund’s purpose. Our generous donors have created endowed funds listed below, providing 
spendable resources in perpetuity.
LECTURES
Harold H. Hersch Educational Fund
Anna B. Mow Symposium
Alison Yowell Pazmino Memorial Fund
W. Harold Row Symposium
Zane D. Showker Institute for Responsible Leadership
Weimer Christian Vocation of Peace and Peace Making 
Lectureship Fund
PROGRAMS
Carman G. Blough Library Fund
Paul H. Bowman Book Fund
Harry F. Byrd, Jr. Business Endowment
Newton D. Cool Book Fund
Earl Flory Summer School Endowment
Samuel Harley Summer School Endowment
Lester Hoover Summer School Endowment
Endowment for Library Acquisitions in the 
Humanities
Lloyd and Margaret Gochenour Library Fund
Dr. John W. Martin, Jr. Summer Research Endowment
Lula A. Miller Endowment for Library Enrichment in 
the Humanities
G. W. and Edith Petcher Memorial Fund
Summer School Scholarship Endowment
W. P. Williams Summer School Endowment
FACULTY SUPPORT
Chairs
A. LeRoy and Wanda Harmon Baker Chair of Science 
Carman G. Blough Chair of Accounting 
Harry G. M. Jopson Chair of Biology 
Lawrance S. and Carmen C. Miller Chair in Ethics 
Anna Beahm Mow Chair of Religion 
W. Harold Row Chair of International Studies 
e William W. omas Chair of Human Letters
Professorships
e Edwin L. Turner Distinguished Professor of 
History
Faculty Enhancements
John S. Flory, Sr. Endowment in the Humanities
Philosophy and Religion Endowment for Faculty 
Enhancement
Martha B. ornton Faculty Recognition Award
Ben and Janice Wade Outstanding Teaching Award
SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS
Margaret Landis Adams Memorial Scholarship
Lucy Ashmore Adamson Pre-Med Scholarship
Raymond and Virginia Andes Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
Charles E. Armbruster, Sr. Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Ernest W. and Hilda L. Ausherman Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Dr. A. LeRoy Baker Scholarship
Bruce James Bandle Memorial Scholarship Fund
Leona K. Barlow Endowment for Scholarship
James E. Beahm Endowed Scholarship Fund
Bertha Negley Bergum Scholarship Fund
Blue Ridge Alumni Endowment
John W. Boitnott Endowed Scholarship Fund
J. Ralph Bonsack Scholarship
Berkley O. and Edith Fry Bowman Scholarship
Cletus B. and Geraldine H. Bowman Scholarship
Glenn C. Bowman Endowed Scholarship Fund
Ruth B. Bowman Endowed Scholarship Fund
Samuel Joseph and Sue Virginia Bowman Endowed 
Scholarship
Warren D. and Olive Smith Bowman Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
J. Leonard and elma Kennett Branch ACE 
Scholarship
Bridgewater College Alumni Association Scholarship 
Fund
Bridgewater College Alumni Association Augusta 
County Scholarship
Bridgewater College Class of 1950 Scholarship Fund
Bridgewater College Class of 1952 Golden Scholarship
e Class of 1962 Endowed Scholarship
Class of 1963 Endowed Scholarship
Class of 1964 Scholarship Endowment
Gis Made In Memory, continued
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Class of 1965 Scholarship Fund
Class of 1966 Scholarship Fund
William L. Brown Scholarship Fund
Mary Coman Bryant and her son Warren Lynn 
Bryant Endowed Scholarship Fund
Charles Henry and Linnie Louise Miller Buckle 
Endowed Scholarship Fund
John William Burgess and Ida Lleulla Burgess 
Memorial Scholarship Fund
L. Daniel and Louise Roller Burtner Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Harry F. Byrd, Jr. Scholarship Fund
A. Joseph and Orpha H. Caricofe Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Anna B. Caricofe Scholarship Fund
Christian Faith Scholarship Fund
Richard A. Claybrook, Jr. Endowed Scholarship Fund
David and Eªe Cline Scholarship Fund
William H. and Gertrude B. Coman Memorial 
Education Scholarship Fund
Margie Ann Conner Scholarship Fund
Horace V. and Mary M. Cox Scholarship Fund
e Ronald V. and Violet Siron Cox Scholarship
Dr. Galen Glick Craun, Sr. Memorial Scholarship Fund
Warren, Robert and Laura Craun Scholarship Fund
Eston Leon Crickenberger Endowed Scholarship Fund
Crummett Family Scholarship
Davis Family Scholarship
J. B. and Betty D. Dillon Educational Fund
W. Burton Dillon Scholarship Fund
Irvin David Driver and Willie Long Driver Family 
Memorial
John L. Driver Memorial Scholarship Fund
Howard G. Dull Endowed Scholarship Fund
Jessie Ball duPont Scholarship Fund
John W. and Lurene M. Durna Award for Excellence in 
Pre-Law Studies
W. Harry and Anna T. Edmonson Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
Eller Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund
David Newton Eller and Lydia Alice Graybill Eller 
Memorial Scholarship
Jessie Mae Conner Eller Memorial Scholarship Fund
Lester S. and Edna Mae Evans Memorial Scholarship 
Fund
Carson L. Fifer Scholarship Fund
Mary Margaret Showalter Fifer and Charles Frederick 
Fifer Memorial Fund
John William Fike Endowed Scholarship Fund
G. Wayne Flora Memorial Scholarship Fund
e Flora-Swartz-Wilson Heritage Scholarship Fund
D.C. Flory Memorial Scholarship Fund
Orville C. and Mary S. Flory Scholarship Fund
Dorothy Bumgardner Fogle Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
F. Bruce Forward, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Luther Charles Fultz Memorial Scholarship Fund
Harold L. and Isabelle Fisher Garber Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Robert B. and Edith A. Garber Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
Rachel H. Garner Memorial Scholarship Fund
Margie John Garst Music Scholarship
Daniel S. and Elizabeth G. Geiser Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Wayne F. and E. Maurine Geisert Endowment Fund
Geraldine Zigler Glick Memorial Scholarship Fund
John E., Sr. and Mary Miller Glick Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
John T., Eªe Evers, and Paul Emerson Glick Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
Simon D. and Ruth L. Glick Scholarship Fund
Florence Johnson Green Education Endowment Fund
Hargett Family Scholarship Fund
Samuel A. and Elsie Hollen Harley Scholarship Fund
Dr. John S. Harman Endowed Scholarship Fund
Alvin T. and Macie M. Harmon Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
H. L. Harris Endowed Scholarship Fund
Guy N. and Edna W. Hartman Scholarship Fund
Nancy Jo Grossnickle Haupt Endowed Scholarship 
Fund




Maurice K. and Gray R. Henry Scholarship Fund
e Hewitt Family Equestrian Scholarship Fund
Paul S. Hill Endowment Fund
J. W. Hines Scholarship Fund
Dr. Cecil E. Hinkel Endowed Scholarship Fund
John R. and Melissa M. Hipps Family Heritage 
Scholarship Fund
Warren W. Hobbie Scholarship Fund
Charles J. and Floy N. Hoke Endowed Fund
David LaVerne and Miriam M. Holl Memorial 
Endowed Scholarship Fund
Jacob A. and Kittie Danner Hoover Scholarship Fund
John H. and Annie Rebecca Flory Hoover Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
Aaron M. Horst Scholarship Fund
S. Ruth Howe Endowed Scholarship Fund
Robert L. Hueston Endowed Scholarship Fund
Nelson T. Human Bridgewater Rotary Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
e Hylton Family Endowed Scholarship Fund
Henry C. and Margaret H. Ikenberry Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
John William Sr. and Ida Barnhart Ikenberry 
Scholarship Fund
Dr. Harry G. M. “Doc” Jopson Scholarship
Caroline Byrd Keeney Memorial Scholarship Fund
Rufus Bucher King and Wanda Hoover King Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Wanda Hoover King Endowed Scholarship Fund in 
Family and Consumer Sciences
Donald Lester Kline Memorial Scholarship Fund
John M. Kline, Jr. Family Memorial Music Scholarship 
Fund
Paul M. and Betty H. Kline Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
Wilmer M. and Nora Harley Kline International 
Scholarship Endowment
e Louise R. Lanier Endowed Scholarship Fund
Charles D. and Vergie C. Lantz Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
S. Floyd and Minnie Laughrun Scholarship
Dr. Bernard S. Logan Memorial Scholarship Fund
I. S. and Eªe V. Long, Madeleine Long Arthur 
Scholarship Fund
Edward Lukens Scholarship Fund
e Laura S. Mapp Scholarship Fund
Rev. and Mrs. A.L.B. Martin Scholarship Fund
Maryland Education Scholarship Fund
Russell E. and Mary Zigler Mason Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Lee and Ida Hinegardner May Memorial Scholarship 
Fund
W. Holmes and Reefa Hoover McGuªn Memorial 
Scholarship
Robert M. and Mary E. McKinney Endowment Fund
Dr. David “Doc” McQuilkin Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
Miller-Michael Music Scholarship
David R. and S. Frances Wampler Miller Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
Edna L. (Peg) Miller and George W. Miller Family 
Scholarship Fund
Herman B. and Frances M. Miller Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
e Lowell A. and Peggy W. Miller Scholarship
Lula A. Miller Endowed Scholarship Fund
Minor C. and Agnes Shipman Miller Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
Russell and Cleo Driver Miller Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
S. Earl and Vera W. Mitchell Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
Kathryn Leigh Moore Memorial Scholarship Fund
Monger Family Endowed Scholarship
P. Buckley Moss Special Education Scholarship Fund
James A. Mumper and Leone C. Mumper Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Abner H. and Eunice Na Myers Endowed 
Scholarship
John C. Myers Memorial Scholarship
Mark Early Myers, Sr. and Dorothy Miller Myers 
Scholarship Fund
Ernie Ne and Susan G. Ne Scholarship Fund
Miles and Joyce Nelson Scholarship
Nolen-Henneberger Endowed Scholarship
Richard D. Obenshain Memorial Scholarship Fund
Jasper H. and Edna Wampler Pence Scholarship Fund
Esther Mae Wilson Petcher Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Richard M. Petre Scholarship Fund
Leland F. Pittman and Rebecca K. Pittman Endowed 
Scholarship
Pleasant Hill Church of the Brethren Scholarship
Margaret Flory Wampler Rainbolt Scholarship Fund
William S. and Betty M. Ray Endowed Scholarship 
Fund
Garland L. Reed Endowed Chemistry Award
e Ruth E. (Stull) Ridder Memorial Scholarship 
Fund
David L. Rogers Scholarship Fund
Earnie J. and Viola Rowe Scholarship Fund
H. Edgar and Mary E. Royer Memorial Scholarship 
Fund
Helen Early Ruby Endowed Scholarship Fund
Russian International Studies Student Scholarship 
Fund
Charles Miller Sackett and Marilee Miller Sackett 
Scholarship Fund
Homer N. and Bertha Miller Sackett Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
Roger E. Sappington Memorial Scholarship Fund
Albert L. and Loretta S. Sauls Scholarship Fund
Dora Virginia Schmidt Memorial Scholarship Fund
Endowed Funds, continued
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e Joseph K. Scott Family Scholarship Fund
Joseph Elmer Seehorn and Bessie Diehl Seehorn 
Memorial Scholarship Fund
Norman A. and Anna Bowman Seese Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Anna Mary Bopst Shaw and Irma Bopst Bonsack 
Scholarship
Scherrg (Sherfey) Family, J. Arthur Allison and Dora 
Clark Allison Endowed Scholarship Fund
Paul W. Shiet Endowed Scholarship Fund
Catherine M. Shively Memorial Scholarship Fund
Emma Whisler Shively Memorial Endowed 
Scholarship Fund 
Levi S. Shively Memorial Scholarship in Mathematics
Victoria Weybright Shoemaker Scholarship
Arva V. Short Endowed Scholarship Fund
Shull-Human Music Scholarship Fund
Loren S. and Miriam Blough Simpson Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Carolyn “Carlie” Rinehart Smith Scholarship Fund
David G. and Margie Messick Smith Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Mabel Glick Smith Endowed Scholarship Fund
Mary Hoover Smith Scholarship Fund
Snyder Family Endowed Scholarship Fund
Randall, Anna Snader and Gretchen Pittinger 
Spoerlein Endowed Scholarship
Perry Franklin Spitzer and Emma Mabel Baldwin 
Spitzer Memorial Scholarship Fund
Rugby H. St. John Endowed Scholarship in Family and 
Consumer Sciences
Ruth Weybright Stauer Organ Scholarship Fund
Eªe Tillmer Stickley Memorial Scholarship Fund
Phil and Cherrill Stone Scholarship for First 
Generation College Students
Stoner-Roop Memorial Scholarship Fund
Wesley Edward Straub Memorial Scholarship Fund
Virginia Garber Cole Strickler Memorial Scholarship 
Fund
Dr. Stuart R. Suter Endowed Scholarship Fund
e Stephen Tayman Memorial Music Scholarship 
Fund
Jacob omas Family Endowed Scholarship
omas R. ornley Music Scholarship Fund
Trout Family Scholarship Fund
Dale V. Ulrich Physics Scholarship
e Karl Robert Verell Scholarship Fund
Orland “Jack” Wages Bridgewater Rotary Scholarship 
Fund
Benjamin O. and Crystal Driver Wakeman Scholarship
George H. Wakeman Endowed Memorial Scholarship 
Fund
Charles W. Wampler, Sr. Scholarship Fund
Frederick J. and Ernest M. Wampler and Wives 
Endowed Scholarship
John B. Wampler Endowed Scholarship Fund
e Rick and Steve Wampler Endowed Scholarship 
Award
e Ruth and Steve Watson Philosophy Award Fund
Nelson T. and Helen M. Wetsel Family Scholarship
e Harold R. and Mary H. Weybright Scholarship 
Fund
Rowland and Ethel omas Whitehair Scholarship 
Faith, Muriel, Carlyle and Alfred Whitelow Family 
Endowed Scholarship Fund
Whitmore Sisters Endowed Scholarship Fund
David E. Will Endowed Scholarship Fund for the 
Support of Public Accounting
N. Paige Will and Ann Crist Will Scholarship
Elby C. and Evelyn Roller Wilson Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
Gloria Bohn Wilson Endowed Scholarship Fund
Albert and Goldie Wine Senior Ministerial Endowed 
Scholarship Fund
John Eugene Wine Endowed Scholarship Fund
Emily Miller Wise Endowed Scholarship Fund
Edgar N. and Odessa Roberson Wright Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
OTHER ENDOWMENTS
Mary Moore Aldhizer Quasi-Endowment
Friends of Bridgewater College Equestrian Center 
Quasi-Endowment
Paul H. Bowman and Flora Hoover Bowman 
Endowment
Flora Nininger Brugh Campus Beautication 
Endowment
Christian Leadership Endowment Fund
Daleville Endowment
Dr. John S. Flory Fellowship of Scholars Endowment
Football Squad of ’49-’50 Endowment
V. L. and E. R. Frederick Endowment
Fred O. and Virginia C. Funkhouser Center for Health 
and Wellness Endowment
Geisert Scholar Athlete Award 
Melissa D. Jett Memorial Fund
Jopson Endowed Track/Cross Country Fund
Jopson Quasi-Endowment for Science Equipment
Otis D. Kitchen Endowment
Kline-Bowman Endowment Fund for Creative 
Peacebuilding 
Mark Leatherman Endowed Fund for Connecting and 
Community Building
Hazel Jones Lewis Endowment
A. D. and Emma Grace Miller Endowment
e Reverend Wilfred E. and Dr. Joyce A. Nolen Fund 
for Music Endowment
Reuel B. Pritchett Museum Endowment
R. Coleman and Anne Murray Reid Endowment Fund 
for Community Service
Harry W. and Ina Mason Shank Peace Studies 
Endowment
Frances E. Silliman Memorial Endowment Fund
Charles O. and Judith Shreckhise Strickler Personal 
Development Portfolio Endowment Fund
Shrum Memorial Garden Endowment Fund
Margaret Grattan Weaver Institute for Local History 
and Culture
Ivan D. and Bertie Wilson Endowed Fund
HONORARY ALUMNI
1997 ................................Mary Grace Martin *
2001 ................................Carolyn C. Driver *
2001 ................................Mary Spitzer Etter * 
2001 ................................Ralph L. Shively
2005 ................................Bonnie Lou Wampler
2008 ................................Daniel S. Geiser *
2012 ................................Sara S. King*
Endowed Funds, continued
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Roy W. Ferguson Jr. 
Executive Vice President
Anne B. Keeler 
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer
William D. Miracle
Dean of Students
Carol A. Scheppard 
Vice President and Dean for Academic Aairs
Maureen C. Silva 
Vice President for Institutional Advancement
Reginald A. Webb 
Vice President for Enrollment Management
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2014-2015
Melvin E. Williams ’95
President
Sherrie K. Wampler ’85
President-Elect
Jerey K. Miller ’93
Secretary
Ina Fitzwater Baker ’69
Past President
Lori M. Carlton ’12 
Permanent Class President
R. Paul Davis ’62
James D. DeLucas Jr. ’88
Mary Cline Detrick ’61
Ripples Society President
Jennie E. Draper ’03 
Jill Dellinger Early ’91
Board President’s Appointee
Tony L. Franklin Jr. ’10 
Andrew P. Grossnickle ’02
Marsha Richardson Hahn ’76 
Bradley S. Hallock ’86
Troy C. Jackson ’14
Permanent Class President
Joshua A. Law ’13 
Permanent Class President
Charles L. Mason ’69
Chris Obenshain ’00 
R. Jerey Postans ’79
Roberta Rinker ’97
Board President’s Appointee
Jimmie L. Ritchie Jr. ’85
J. Douglas Smith ’73
Travain Williams Sutphin ’90
Sharon A. Sweet ’08 
Marion “Bo” Trumbo ’74
Trustee Liaison
Dennis J. Wakeman ’84




Beverly & Cornelius Brown
Adrianna Cowan-Waddy
Karla ’86 and Brad Hallock ’86
Rhonda ’88 and Randy Harris ’87
Judith Hasty
Anita Bush Helm ’89
Karen Cadell-Lee and Mike Lee
Suzy Shober Sauerwald ’88




D. Cory Adamson 
G. Steven Agee 
Nancy M. Bowman 
Pamela S. Brady 
J. Russell Bruner 
David W. Bushman
Susan L. Craun 
Mensel D. Dean 
Michael D. Del Giudice 
William S. Earhart
Carl R. Fike 
Mary G. Garber
Donna R. Gaver 
A. Wesley Graves, VI
Stephen L. Hollinger 
Lawrence M. Johnson 
Krishna Kodukula 
Michael K. Kyles 
J. Allen Layman 
Nathan H. Miller 
Wilfred E. Nolen 
Robert I. Stolzman 
Donna P. Walker 
James H. Walsh 
G. Benjamin Wampler 
James L. Wilkerson 
Dewey M. Williard 
Kathy G. Wright
LIFE TRUSTEES
Doris N. Albaugh 
A. Barry Blay
Pasco M. Bowman, II 
L. Clyde Carter, Jr. 
Violet S. Cox 
Yancey W. Ford, Jr.
J. Manley Garber 
Paul H. Geithner, Jr.
W. Wallace Hatcher 
James L. Keeler 
Marion E. Mason 




Margaret F. Rainbolt 
Anne M. Reid 
Ronald E. Sink 
C. Ray Smith 
Rodney I. Smith 
Barbara B. Stoltzfus
J. Paul Wampler 
EX-OFFICIO TRUSTEE
Marion (Bo) F. Trumbo 
Oce of Institutional Advancement 
402 East College Street, Box 33 
Bridgewater, Virginia 22812 
540-828-5448
bridgewater.edu
Connect with Bridgewater College
